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NASAL ASSEMBLY

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a nasal assembly used for treatment, e.g, of Sleep

Disordered Breathing (SDB) with Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP) or Non—

invasive Positive Pressure Ventilation (NPPV). The disclosures (text and drawings) of U.S.

provisional applications nos. 60l494,119, filed August 12, 2003, 60/448,465, filed February

21, 2003, 60/482,872, filed June 27, 2003, and 601488310, filed July 22, 2003, are

incorporated by reference in their entireties by cross-reference thereto.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Some nasal assemblies used in the treatment of SDB are designed for insertion into

the nasal passages of the patient. Air or other breathable gas is supplied by a blower and

passed along a flexible conduit to the nasal assembly.

[0003] The nasal assembly generally includes a relatively rigid shell, e.g., a frame, and a pair

of nozzles (which may be in the form of nasal pillows, nasal prongs, cannula, or nasal puffs)

that are mounted on the rigid shell and structured to be inserted into the nasal passages of the

patient. The nozzles are usually held in place using a headgear assembly, the relatively rigid

shell and headgear assembly being joined using some form of connector.

[0004] One form of known nasal assembly is described in US. Patent No. 4,282,832

(Trimble et al.). Trimble discloses a nasal puff assembly 20 that includes a nasal puff 22

adapted to be worn adjacent the nose of a patient, together with a harness assembly 24

adapted to be worn over the head of the patient. The harness assembly 24 is designed to

operatively hold puff 22 adjacent and partially within the nasal passages of the patient.

[0005] The puff 22 is in the form of a generally Y~shaped rigid hollow plenum chamber 28 _

together with a pair of laterally spaced apart nares elements 30. Adj ustability of the nares

elements 30 may be provided by rotatabl y mounting the elements 30 to the plenum chamber

28 and mounting the elements 30 in slots permitting selective lateral positioning of the

elements 30 with respect to each other. Also, the harness assembly 24 may be adjusted to

adjust the fit and seal of the nares elements 30 during use. That is, the force required to

maintain a sufficient seal is directly associated with the force required to maintain a desired

fit. Thus, adjustment of the fit or stability of the nasal assembly directly affects the seal,
url-rinI-u nnn nAuaq—nalu nFl-‘anl- nnfianl— (1anan
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[0006] Other examples of nasal pillows or cannula mounted to rigid shells are disclosed in

U.S. Patent Nos. 5,724,965 and 6,431,172.

[0007] A nasal mask assembly manufactured by Viasys, i.e., Spiritus, includes a plenum

chamber with a pair of adjacent or laterally spaced nares elements. A harness assembly is

engaged with the plenum chamber to adjust the lit and seal of the nares elements during use.

Similar to Trimble, adjustment of the fit or stability of the nasal assembly directly affects the

seal, which can adversely affect patient comfort.

[0008] A nasal mask assembly manufactured by InnoMed, i.e., Nasal Aire, includes a plenum

chamber with a pair of adjacent or laterally spaced nares elements. The nares elements are

structured to engage within the mucosal surfaces or internal passages of the patient’s nose to

maintain the nasal mask assembly on the patient’s face and to provide a seal. See, e.g.. U.S.

Patent No. 5,533,506.

[0009] A nasal mask assembly manufactured by Stevenson Industries (see US. Patent No.

6,012,455), i.e., CPAP-Pro, includes a dental anchor, a platform, and air supply tubes having

nasal pads, wherein the platform supports the air supply tubes. The dental anchor is sized to

be engaged between the teeth in the patient‘s mouth so as to retain the assembly in place.

[0010] PCT Application Publication No. W0 00/13751 discloses a device that includes gas

delivery elements positioned into engagement with the patient’s nose by a mouthpiece fitted

to the patient’s teeth. I

[0011] A common problem with known nasal assemblies, such as those discussed above, is

patient comfort. For example, the prongs tend to irritate the patient‘s nose due to the tension

applied by the headgear assembly that pulls the rigid shell and prongs towards the patient's

nose.

[0012] Another problem is achievement of a sealing fit with the patient’s nasal passages

without sacrificing patient comfort.

[0013] Another problem is imitation of the inside of the patient’s nostrils caused by contact

with the prongs, e.g., an edge thereof.

[0014] Another problem is imitation of the inside of the patient’s nostrils caused by air jetting

(air flow irritation) from the prongs.

[0015] Another problem is adjustment of the nasal assemblies relative to the nose andfor

head of the patient so as to accommodate various shapes and angles of patient’s noses.

[0016] Still another problem is the direct association between sealing and stability forces that

can affect patient comfort.
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SUMNIARY OF THE EWENTION

[0017] One aspect of the invention is directed towards a nasal assembly that provides more

comfort to the patient. -

[0018] Another aspect of the invention is directed towards a nasal assembly that provides an

effective seal with the patient‘s nasal passages. Preferably, the nasal assembly is a nozzle

assembly including nozzles which comfortably come into contact with the external rim of the

nares and avoid the sensitive internal passages (e.g., mucosal surfaces or internal passages) of

the nasal passage.

[0019] Still another aspect of the invention is directed towards a nasal assembly that does not

rely on tension from the headgear assembly to provide an effective seal between the nozzles

and the patient‘s nasal passages.

[0020] Still another aspect of the invention is directed towards a nasal assembly that is

unobtrusive.

[0021] Still another aspect of the invention is directed towards a nasal assembly that is easy

to use.

[0022] Still another aspect of the invention is directed towards a nasal assembly that

maintains a headgear adjustment setting.

[0023] Still another aspect of the invention is directed towards a nasal assembly that helps

decouple sealing and stability forces. Specifically, one aspect of the invention is directed

towards a nasal assembly that is structured such that the stability forces that act to maintain

the nasal assembly on the patient’s face are separated or at least better distinguished from the

sealing forces that act to maintain a seal between the nasal assembly and the patient‘s face.

[0024] Yet another aspect of the invention is directed towards a nasal assembly that provides

a greater range of movement for nozzles of the nasal assembly.

[0025] Another aspect of the invention provides a nasal assembly for delivering breath able

gas to a patient. The nasal assembly includes a frame having a main body and a side frame

member provided on each lateral side of the main body, each side frame member including an

integrally formed first connector portion. A nozzle assembly includes a gusset or base

portion and a pair of nozzles. The nozzle assembly is coupled with the main body of the

frame with the pair of nozzles structured to sealingly engage with nasal passages of a

patient‘s nose in use. A pair of inlet conduits are structured to deliver breathable gas into the

frame and nozzle assembly for breathing by the patient. A pair of second connector portions

are removably and rotatably connected to respective first connector portions of the frame.

The second connector portions are in communication with the inlet conduits via angle

3
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connectors. A headgear assembly is removably connected to at least one of the second

connector portions and the angle connectors so as to maintain the frame and the nozzle

assembly in a desired adjusted position on the patient’s face.

[0026] Other aspects, features and advantages of this invention will become apparent from

the following detailed description when taken in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings, which are a part of this disclosure and which illustrate, by way of example,

principles of this invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0027] The accompanying drawings facilitate an understanding of the various embodiments

of this invention. In such drawings:

{0028] Fig. 1' is a perSpective view illustrating a partial nasal assembly constructed in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention mounted to a patient’s head and engaged

with nasal passages of the patient;

[0029] Fig. 2 is a front view of a frame of the nasal 3.356mey shown in Fig. l with some parts

removed for clarity;

[0030] Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view of the frame shown in Fig. 2;

[0031] Fig. 4 is a side view of the frame shown in Fig. 2;

[0032] Fig. 5 is a front view of a nozzle assembly of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. I;

[0033] Fig. 6 is a front cross-sectional view of the nozzle assembly shown in Fig. 5;

[0034] Fig. 7 is a side view of the nozzle assembly shown in Fig. 5;

[0035] Fig. 8 is a side cross~sectional view of the nozzle assembly shown in Fig. 5;

[0036] Fig. 9 is a perspective view of an embodiment of an inlet conduit and headgear

connector assembly of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 1;

[0037] Fig. 10 is a rear perspective view of the inlet conduit and headgear connector

assembly shown in Fig. 9;

[0038] Fig. 11 is a perspective view of another embodiment of an inlet conduit and headgear

connector assembly adapted to be used with the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 1;

[0039] Fig. 12 is a rear perspective view of the inlet conduit and headgear connector

assembly shown in Fig. 11;

[0040] Fig. 13 is a side view illustrating an over-the~head inlet conduit routing for the nasal

assembly showu in Fig. 1',

[0041] Fig. 14 is a side view illustrating an under-the-chin inlet conduit routing for the nasal

assembly shown in Fig. 1;
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[0042] Fig. 15 is a perSpective view illustrating a connector for use in routing the inlet

conduits over the head of the patient;

[0043] Fig. 16 is a perspective view illustrating a connector for use in routing the inlet

conduits under the chin of the patient;

[0044] Fig. 17 is a perspective view illustrating a flow generator connector for use in

connecting the nasal assembly shown in Fig. l to a pressurized supply;

[0045] Fig. 18 is a side view illustrating an embodiment of headgear components for use with

the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 1;

[0046] Fig. 19 is a schematic view illustrating a patient’s nose having a substantially flat alar

angle;

[0047] Fig. 20 is a schematic view illustrating a patient’s nose having a substantially steep

alar angle;

[0048] Fig. 21 is a schematic view illustrating an embodiment of a sealing zone of a nozzle;

[0049] Fig. 22 is a graph illustrating average nostril ratios opening/entrance;

[0050] Fig. 23 is a schematic view illustrating an embodiment for calculating a base major

axis of a nozzle;

[0051] Fig. 24 is a schematic view illustrating an embodiment for calculating a base minor

axis of a nozzle;

[0052] Fig. 25 is a partial perspective view illustrating another embodiment of a nasal

assembly mounted to a patient‘s head and engaged with nasal passages of the patient;

[0053] Fig. 26 is a partial front perspective view of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 25;

[0054] Fig. 27 is a cross-sectional view of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 25;

[0055] Fig. 28 is a front perspective view of a frame of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 25;

[0056] Fig. 29 is a rear perspective view of the frame shown in Fig. 28;

[0057] Fig. 30 is a partial front perSpective view of a half of the nozzle assembly of the nasal

assemny shown in Fi g. 25;

[0053] Fig. 31 is a side cross—sectional view of the nozzle assembly shown in Fig. 30;

[0059] Fig. 32 is a perspective view illustrating an embodiment of an inlet conduit and

headgear connector assembly of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 25;

[0060] Fig. 33 is a rear perspective view of the inlet conduit and headgear connector

assembly shown in Fig. 32;

[0061] Fig. 34 is a cross-sectional view of the inlet conduit and headgear connector assembly

shown in Fig. 32 with the flexible arms in phantom;
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{0062] Fig. 35 is a perspective view of a flow generator connector for use in connecting tubes

for use with the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 25 to a pressurized supply;

[0063] Fig. 36 is a side view illustrating the routing of the inlet conduits of the nasal

assembly shown in Fig. 25;

[0064] Fig. 37 is a side view illustrating the nasal assembly shovm in Fig. 25 mounted to a

patient’s head;

[0065] Fig. 38 is a perspective view illustrating another embodiment of a nasal assembly

mounted to a patient’s head and engaged with nasal passages of the patient;

[0066] Fig. 38B is a perSpective view illustrating an inlet conduit and an inlet conduit and

headgear connector of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 38;

[0067] Fig. 39 is a perspective view of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 38;

[0068] Fig. 40 is a perspective view of a frame of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 38;

[0069] Fig. 41 is a perspective view of a nozzle assembly of the nasal assembly shown in Fig.

38;

[0070] Fig. 42 is a perspective view illustrating the nozzle assembly shown in Fig. 41

mounted to the frame to shown in Fig. 40;

[0071] Fig. 43 is a cross-sectional view of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 38;

[0072] Fig. 44 is a side cross-sectional view of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 38‘.

[0073] Fig. 45 is a side view illustrating the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 38 mounted to a

patient’s head showing two inlet configurations;

[0074] Fig. 46 is a schematic force diagram illustrating some of the forces that are developed

when the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 38 is mounted to the patient’s head;

[0075] Fig. 47 is a cross-sectional view of an embodiment of an inlet conduit engaged with

an embodiment of an angle connector for delivering breathable gas;

[0076] Fig. 473 is a perspective view illustrating another embodiment of an inlet conduit;

[0077] Fig. 48 is a cross-sectional view illustrating another embodiment of an inlet conduit

engaged with another embodiment of a flow generator connector for delivering breathable

gas;

[0078] Fig. 483 is perspective view illustrating another embodiment of an inlet conduit;

[0079] Fig. 49 is a perspective view illustrating an embodiment of an inlet conduit of the

nasal assembly shown in Fig. 38;

[0080] Fig. 50 is a side view illustrating the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 38 prior to

engagement with nasal passages of the patient;
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[0081] Fig. 51 is a front View illustrating the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 38 (in cross-

section) engaged with nasal passages of the patient;

[0082] Fig. 52 is a perspective view illustrating another embodiment of a nasal assembly

mounted to a patient’s head and engaged with nasal passages of the patient with two inlet

configurations shown;

{0083] Fig. 53 is a perspective view illustrating the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 52;

[0084] Fig. 54 is a cross—sectional view illustrating a nozzle assembly being engaged with a

frame of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 52-;

[0085] Fig. 55 is a perspective view illustrating an inlet conduit and headgear connector

assembly of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 52;

[0086] Fig. 56 is a cross—sectional view illustrating the inlet conduit and headgear connector

assembly of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 52;

[0087] Fig. 57 is a cross-sectional side view illustrating the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 52

about to be engaged with nasal passages of the patient;

[0088] Fig. 58 is a front view illustrating the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 52 (in cross-

section) being engaged with nasal passages of the patient;

[0089] Fig. 59 is a perspective view illustrating another embodiment of a nasal assembly

mounted to a patient’s head and engaged with nasal passages of the patient;

[0090] Fig. 60 is a perspective view of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 59 removed from a

patient’s head;

[0091] Fig. 61 is an exploded view of a portion of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 59

illustrating the frame, nozzle assembly, and clip thereof;

[0092] Fig. 62 is a perspective view of a portion of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 59

illustrating the clip being engaged with the frame and nozzle assembly;

[0093] Fig. 63 is a perspective view of a portion of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 59

illustrating the engagement between the frame, nozzle assembly, and clip;

[0094] Fig. 64 is a partial cross-sectional view of a portion of the nasal assembly shown in

Fig. 59 illustrating the engagement between the frame, nozzle assembly, and clip;

[0095] Fig. 65 is atop perspective view of a portion of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 59;

[0096] Fig. 65A is a partial enlarged view of the cushion shown in Fig. 65;

[0097] Fig. 65B is a schematic diagram illustrating force distribution according to one aspect

of the present invention;

[0098] Fig. 66 is a rear perspective view of a portion of an alternative embodiment of a nasal

assembly illustrating the engagement between the frame, nozzle assembly, and clip;

7
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[0099] Fig. 67 is a rear perspective illustrating the engagement between another embodiment

of the frame, nozzle assembly, and clip;

[00100] Fig. 68 is a perspective view illustrating the nozzle assembly shown in Fig. 66

being engaged with the frame shown in Fig. 66;

[00101] Fig. 69 is a perspective view illustrating the nozzle assembly shown in Fig. 67

being engaged with the frame shown in Fig. 67;

[00102] Fig. 70 is a perspective view illustrating the clip shown in Fig. 66 being engaged

with the frame and nozzle assembly ShOWn in Fig. 66‘,

[00103] Fig. 71 is a perspective view illustrating the clip shown in Fig. 67 being engaged

with the frame and nozzle assembly showu in Fig. 67;

[00104] Fig. 72 is a perspective view of a second connector portion of the nasal assembly

shown in Fig. 59;

[00105] Fig. 73 is a cross-sectional view of a portion of the nasal assembly shown in Fig.

59 illustrating the engagement between the frame, second connector portion, and angle

connector;

[00106] Fig. 74 is a perspective view of an angle connector of the nasal assembly shown in

Fig. 59;

[0010?] Fig. 74B is a persPective similar to Fig. 7'4 but at a different angle;

[00108] Fig. 75 is a side view of the angle connector shown in Fig. 74;

[00109] Fig. 76 is a cross-sectional view of the angle connector shown in Fig. 74;

[00110] Fig. 76A illustrates another embodiment of the present invention;

[00111] Fig. 76B is an exploded view of Fig. 76A;

[00112] Fig- 76C illustrates a second connector portion of the assembly of Fig. 76A;

[00113] Fig. 76D illustrates an angle connector used in the assembly of Fig. 76A;

[00114] Fig. 77 is a perspective view of a flow generator connector of the nasal assembly

shown in Fig. 59;

[00115] Fig. 78 is a cross-sectional view of the flow generator connector shown in Fig. 77;

[00116] Fig. 79 is a cross-sectional view of an embodiment of an inlet conduit of the nasal

assembly showu in Fig. 59;

[00117] Fig. 80 is a perspective view of headgear yoke of the headgear assembly of the

nasal assembly shown in Fig. 59;

[00118] Fig. 81 is a perspective view illustrating engagement between the headgear yoke

(Fig. 80) and angle connector (Fi g. 74);

[00119] Fig. 82 is a cross-section through line 82-82 of Pig. 81;

S
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[00120] Fig. 83 is a perspective view of a headgear buckle of the nasal assembly shown in

Fig. 59;

[00121] Fig. 84 is a perspective view of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 59 illustrating

the routing of the headgear assembly;

[00122] Fig. 85 is another perSpective view of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 59

illustrating the routing of the headgear assembly;

[00123] Fig. 86 is a top view illustrating a nasal assembly constructed in accordance with

an embodiment of the invention;

[00124] Fig. 87 is a side view of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 86;

[00125] Fig. 88 is a bottom view of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 86;

[00126] Fig. 89 is an exploded view of a portion of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 86;

[00127] Fig. 90 is a perspective view of a portion of an embodiment of a nasal assembly;

[00128] Fig. 91 is a top view of a headgear connector according to an alternative

embodiment of the invention;

[00129] Fig. 92 is a perspective view of an upper portion of a central conduit of the nasal

assembly shown in Fig. 90;

[00130] Fig. 93 is a top view of the upper portion of the central conduit shown in Fig. 92;

[00131] Fig. 94 is a perspective View of a lower portion of a central conduit of the nasal

assembly shown in Fig. 90;

[00132] Fig. 95 is a bottom view of the lower portion of the central conduit shown in Fig.

94;

[00133] Fig. 96 is a perspective view of an inlet conduit of the nasal assembly shOWn in

Fig. 86;

[00134] Fig. 96A is a schematic view of a Y-shaped inlet connector of the nasal assembly

shown in Fig. 86;

[00135] Fig. 97 is a perspective view of an inlet connector of the nasal assembly shown in

Fig. 86;

[00136] Fig. 97A is a schematic view of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 86 with the

nozzles in a first position adjacent to the nasal passages of the patient;

[00137] Fig. 97B is a schematic view of the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 86 with the

nozzles in a second position in sealing engagement with the nasal passages of the patient;

[00138] Fig. 98 is a perspective view of another embodiment of a nasal assembly;

[00139] Fig. 99 is an enlarged perspective view of nozzles and a gusset portion of the nasal

assembly shOWn in Fig. 98;
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[00140] Fig. 100 is an enlarged perspective view of inlet conduits of the nasal assembly

shown in Fig. 98;

[00141] Fig. 101 is a front perspective view illustrating the nasal assembly shown in Fig.

98 mounted to a patient’s head;

[00142] Fig. 102 is a rear perspective view illustrating the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 98

mounted to a patient’s head;

[00143] Fig. 103 is a front perspective view illustrating the nasal assembly shown in Fig.

98 engaged with nasal passages of the patient;

[00144] Fig. 104 is a side perspective view illustrating the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 98

engaged with the nasal passages of the patient;

[00145] Fig. 105 is a side view illustrating the nasal assembly shown in Fig. 98 engaged

with the nasal passages of the patient;

[00146] Fig. 106 is a front perspective view illustrating the nasal assembly shown in Fig.

98 engaged with nasal passages of the patient;

[00147] Fig. 107 is a perspective view of another embodiment of a nasal assembly

mounted to a patient's head;

[00148] Fig. 107-1 is a perspective view of yet another embodiment of the present

invention;

[00149] Figs. 107A- 107C illustrate yet another alternative embodiment of the present

invention;

[00150] Figs. 107D and 1071-3 illustrate still another embodiment according to the present

invention;

[00151] Fig. 1071-1 illustrates another alternative embodiment of the present invention;

[00152] Figs. 107G and 107H illustrate another alternative embodiment of the present

invention;

[00153] Fig. 107I illustrates still another embodiment of the present invention;

[00154] Fig. 107] illustrates yet another alternative embodiment of the present invention;

[00155] Figs. 107K and 107L illustrate yet another embodiment of the present invention;

[00156] Figs. 107M-107Q illustrate cross-sections of alternative nozzles according to the

present invention;

[00157] Fig. 107R illustrates a perspective view of two nozzles like the nozzle shown in

Fig. 107Q;

[00158] Fig. 108 is a perspective view of yet another embodiment of a nasal assembly;

[00159] Figs. 108A and 108B illustrate a tube retainer according to the present invention;

10
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[00160] Fig. 109 is an isometric view illustrating a portion of the nasal assembly shown in

Fig. 108;

[00161] Fig. 110 is a cross-sectional view of a portion of a nasal assembly according to the

present invention;

[00162] Figs. 110-1 and 110-2 illustrate mess-sectional views of a vent aperture according

to the present invention;

[00163] Fig. 110A is a partial enlarged cross-sectional view of the left hand side of Fig.

110;

[00164] Fig. 1108 is an partial enlarged cross-sectional view of the right hand side of Fig.

l 10;

[00165] Fig. 111 is an exploded perspective view showing the interface between Seal ring

and elbow swivel according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[00166] Fig. 112 is a partial cross-sectional view of a portion of the mask assembly shown

in Fig. 103;

[00167] Fig. 113 illustrates still another embodiment of the present invention with an

integral plug and seal assembly; and

[00168] Figs. 114-126 illustrate yet another embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATED ENIBODIMENTS

[00169] The following includes descriptions of several main illustrated embodiments of

the present invention. Each illustrated main embodiment includes features that may be used

with andfor in the other embodiments, as would be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the

art.

FIRST ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENT

[00170] Fig. 1 shows an embodiment of a nasal assembly 10 structured to deliver

breathable gas to nasal passages 12 of a patient’s nose 14. The nasal assembly 10 includes a

frame 16 and a nozzle assembly 18 that may be permanently or removably connected to the

frame 16. A headgear assembly 20 (see Fig. 18) is preferably removably attached to

connection assembly 22 to maintain the frame 16 and nozzle assembiy 18 in a desired

adjusted position on the patient’s face. Inlet conduits (see Fig. 49 for example) are also

removably attached to the frame 16 by a connection assembly 22 to deliver breathable gas

11
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into the frame 16 and nozzle assembly 18 for breathing by the patient. The headgear

assembly 20 and inlet conduits are removably attached to the frame 16 by an inlet conduit

and headgear connection assembly 22. The connection assembly 22 includes first connector

portions 24 (see Figs. 2 and 3) previded by the frame 16 and second connector portions 26

adapted to be removably coupled with the first connector portions 24. The second connector

portions 26 are removably connected to the headgear assembly 20 and the inlet conduits, as

will be further discussed.

[09171] As shown in Figs. 2—4, the frame 16 includes a main body 28 that provides a

' central opening 30 for accommodating the nozzle assembly 18. The frame 16 also includes

side frame members 32 provided on each lateral side of the main body 28. The side frame

members 32 are preferably formed in one piece with the main body 28 of the frame 16. In

the illustrated embodiment, the frame 16 is a rigid or semi-rigid structure formed from a

polymer material. However, the frame 16 may be semi—rigid to allow flexibility of the frame

16 with respect to the patient's face in use. The frame 16 may also be semi-rigid in certain

regions for customized flex in certain regions of the frame 16.

[00172] Each side frame member 32 includes a first connector portion 24 that is integrally

formed therewith. As best shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the first connector portion 24 includes a

connecting section 34 and an indexing section 36. The connecting section 34 is structured to

interlock with the second connector portion 26 to prevent axial disengagement of the second

connector portion 26 from the first connector portion 24. The indexing section 36 is

structured to ratchet/detent with the second connector portion 26 to allow selective

circumferential adjustment of the second connector portion 26 with respect to the first

connector portion 24 about an axis during fit whilst remaining "locked" in adjusted position

during usage.

[00173] Specifically, the connecting section 34 of each side frame member 32 includes a

series of grooves or slots 37 that separates the connecting section 34 into a plurality of

resiliently flexible arms 38 that are structured to flex radially inwardly and outwardly. Each

arm 38 provides a rib portion 40 at the free end thereof. In use, the rib portions 40 of the

plurality of arms 38 are adapted to engage with correSponding portions of the second

connector portion 26 for coupling the first and second connector portions 24, 26 with one

another. For example, the first and second connector portions 24, 26 interlock with one

another to prevent accidental disengagement of the second connector portion 26 from the first

connector portion 24 if a force is applied to the second connector portiOn 26 axially away
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from the first connector portion 24. Moreover, the first and second connector portions 24, 26

mate with one another to provide a good seal.

[00174] The indexing section 36 of each side frame member 32 includes a plurality of

teeth 42. The teeth 42 are structured so as to selectively engage a tooth 44 provided on the

second connector portion 26 (see Figs. 9 and 10). As a result, the second connector portion

26 can be rotated to a desired position with respect to the frame 16. In use, the tooth 44 on

the second connector portion 26 engages between selective teeth 42 provided on the indexing

section 36 in the desired position and rotationally locks the second connector portion 26 with

respect to the first connector portion 24 and hence the frame 16. For adjustment, the user can

manually change the position of the tooth 66 and the teeth 42.

[00175] In accordance with one embodiment, the teeth 42 of the indexing section 36 can

be configured so that when a predetermined torque is applied to the second connector portion

26, the teeth 42 will automatically force the tooth 44 of the second connector portion 26

outwardly to allow rotation of the second connector portion 26 until the torque is removed

and the teeth 42 reengage with the tooth 44 of the second connector portion 26. The second

connector portion 26 can thus be rotationally adjusted or indexed with respect to the frame [6

within a predetermined angle. The angle of available rotational adjustment can be altered as

desired by altering the number and positioning of the teeth 42 on the indexing section 36.

The adjustment angle range allows the patient to adjust the position of the nozzle assembly

18 relative to the nose of the patient. For optimal positioning, in one preferred embodiment,

nozzle assembly 18 is formed from a one part molded silicone piece that attaches to frame 16.

[00176] In the illustrated embodiment, the adjusting or indexing operation is oriented

perpendicular to the connecting operation in order to minimize potential disengagement of

the second connector portion 26 from the first connector portion 24.

[00177] As best shown in Fig. 4, the main body 28 includes opposing side walls 46 that

define the central opening 30 for acconunodating the nozzle assembly 18. The side walls 46

are adapted to engage with corresponding portions of the nozzle assembly 18 for coupling the

nozzle assembly 18 and the frame 16 with one another, as will be further discussed.

[00178] As shown in Figs. 5-8, the nozzle assembly 18 includes a base portion 48 and a

pair of nozzles 50 attached thereto. The base portion 48 has side walls 52 adapted to

sealingly engage with the side walls 46 of the frame 16 and a central wall 54. The pair of

nozzles 50 each have a first portion 56 and a second portion 58. The first portion 56 is

attached to the central wall 54 of the base portion 48 in communication with respective outlet

openings provided in the central wall 54. The second portion 58 is structured to sealingly
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engage with nasal passages 12 of the patient’s nose 14 in use and to provide a seal between

the nasal assembly 10 and the patient’s nasal passages 12. When the nozzle assembly 18 is

attached to the frame 16, the nozzle assembly 18 and the frame 16 together form a conduit for

directing breathable gas to the patient’s nose through the pair of nozzles 50.

[00179] In the illustrated embodiment, the nozzle assembly 18 is removably attached to

the frame 16 with a snap, e.g., snap-fit. push-pin fit, or stretch over fit, which allows for

simple assembly. For example, the side walls 52 of the base portion 48 may include a rib or

groovelrecess that is structured to interlock with a recesslrib provided on respective side

walls 46 of the frame 16 with a snap-fit. However, the nozzle assembly 18 may be

removably attached to the frame 16 in any other suitable manner, e.g., friction or interference

fit andlor a tongue and groove arrangement, as is known in the art. Alternatively, the nozzle

assembly 18 may be rigidly coupled to the frame 16 by an adhesive or fasteners, for example.

Also, the nozzle assembly 18 may be formed in one piece with the frame 16, or over-molded.

That is, the nozzle assembly and frame may be a one-piece structure with different

thicknesses and hardnesses to add rigidity.

[00180] Preferably, the nozzle assembly 18 is flexible, to thereby allow relative movement

between the nozzle assembly 18 and the frame 16, for increased comfort and accommodation

of variations in patient facial features. Moreover, the base portion 48 is structured such that it

can expand and contract to alter a distance between the frame 16 and the pair of nozzles 50,

as will be further discussed below. That is, the central wall 54 is preferably made of a

resilient and/or flexible material structured to deform, e.g., inflate upon introduction of

pressurized gas, from a generally flat configuration to a generally curved configuration in use

to thereby move the nozzles 50 towards the patient‘s nose. Other portions of the base portion

48, e.g., side walls 52, may be Structured to defOrmlinflate as well.

[00181] In the illustrated embodiment. the base portion 48 has a generally dog-bone shape.

However, the base portion 48 may have any suitable shape, including shapes to avoid contact

with sensitive regions of the patient’s face, e.g., notched base shape, to prevent contact with

the patient’s septum or otherwise minimize contact pressure in these sensitive regions.

[00182] As best shown in Figs. 1, 5, and 6, the second portion 58 of the nasal assembly is

contoured (e.g., tapered, cone-shaped, truncated hollow cone, etc.) with a portion that seals

on the underside of the nostrils (e.g., an area about the rim of the nostril Openings) and

another portion that enters into the nasal passage of the patient’s nose in use. However, the

nozzles 50 may be in the form of nasal prongs, cannula, or nasal puffs, for example, and may

sealingly engage with the nasal passages 12 in any suitable manner. For example, the nozzles
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50 may seal within the nasal passages 12, against the nasal passages 12, around the nasal

passages 12, or combinations thereof. The nozzles 50 may be contoured to match the interior

anatomical profile of the patient’s nose. Moreover, different size andfor shape nozzles, e.g.,

small, medium, and large, may be provided to accommodate a range of patient’s noses.

{00183} In the illustrated embodiment, the first portion 56 of the nozzles 50 have a reduced

cross-section with respect to the second portion 58 to allow the nozzles 50 to move relative to

the base portion 48, and hence the frame 16, for increased comfort and accommodation of

variations in patient facial features.

[00184] In one embodiment, the nasal assembly 10 uses pati ent-customi zed nozzles which

may be removably mounted to the base portion 48 or the frame 16. In a preferred form, the

nozzles are constructed from a substantially flexible polymer material, such as a silicone

elastomer. A unique nozzle can be made match each patient’s nose by first scanning their

nose, either in situ or remotely, and then using the data for manufacture of the interface, for

example, a mold maker. Scanning can be done using either non-contact or contact methods.

Non—contact, for example photographically, or by physical contact with a probe or by

collecting an impression of the inside of the nares of the desired contact interface. Once a

pair of suitable nozzles are made, they are sent to the customer to be fitted to a patient.

Advantage of the pre-formed or customized shape is that cross-sectional area may be

maximized to reduce flow impedance. Also, the use of pro—formed shapes improves comfort

and increased stiffness materials such as semi-rigid plastics may be used that have greater

resistance to distorting, thus minimizing nozzle distortion of the patient‘s nares. Further,

rigid plastics may be used that allows thin wall sections and allows flexibility of the nozzle

due to its connection to the base portion 48, e.g., the base portion 48 is soft and compliant.

(00185] In the illustrated embodiment, the nozzles 50 are molded in one piece with the

base portion 48 from deformable and inflatable materials. The nozzles 50 and base portion

48 may be constructed from a soft, flexible, skin-compatible material such as silicone. The

nozzles 50 and base portion 48 may be formed, for example, in an injection, compression,

andJor transfer molding process as is known in the art.

[00186] However, the nozzles 50 and base portion 48 may be formed with any suitable

material and may be formed by any suitable process. For example, the base portion 48 and

nozzles 50 may be formed separately and permanently attached to one another with an

adhesive andlor mechanical fasteners, for example. Alternatively, the base portion 48 and

nozzles 50 may be formed separately and removably attached to one another.
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[00187] As aforesaid, second connector portions 26 are provided to removably connect the

headgear assembly 20 and the inlet conduits with the frame 16. As shown in Figs. 9 and it),

each second connector portion 26 is a unitary polymeric piece (cg, silicone) formed by

injection molding, compression molding, or blow-molding, for example. Each second

connector portion 26 includes a main body having a front portion 60 and a rear portion 62.

The front portion 60 is interlocked with the first connector portion 24 provided on the frame

16 and the rear portion 62 is removably connected to the headgear assembly 20 and the inlet

conduits. The front and rear portions 60, 62 are angled with respect to one another such that

the second connector portions 26 follow the contour of the patient’s face in use, as shown in

Fig. 1.

[00183] Specifically, the front portion 60 provides a generally cylindrical conduit 64

having a recess 66 on an inner surface thereof. The recess 66 is adapted to receive the rib

portions 40 of the plurality of arms 38 on the first connector portion 24. That is, the plurality

of 3.11115 38 are forced towards one another as the first connector portion 24 is inserted into the

conduit 64 of the second connector portion 26. Once the rib portions 40 of the arms 38 reach

the recess 66, the arms 38 can spring outwardly into the recess 66 to provide an interlocking

engagement between the first and second connector portions 24, 26. To disengage the second

connector portion 26 from the frame 16, the patient simply pulls the second connector portion

26 axially outwardly from the frame 16 with sufficient force to release the rib portions 40

from the recess 66.

[00189] The front portion 60 also provides a cross-bar 68 that provides the tooth 44 of the

second connector portion 26. As discussed above, the tooth 44 engages the plurality of teeth

42 provided by the first connector portion 24 to allow selective rotational adjustment of the

second connector portion 26 with respect to the first connector portion 24 and hence the

frame 16. The cross bar 68 acts as a leaf spring to resiliently bias the tooth 44 into

engagement with the teeth 42 of the first connector portion 24.

[00190] As shown in Figs. 9 and 10, the rear portion 62 of the second connector portion 26

includes a cross-bar 70 that forms an opening through which a strap of the headgear assembly

20 may pass and be removably connected. However, the cross-bar 70 may be configured to

provide more than one opening for connection to the headgear assembly 20. For example, as

shown in Figs. 11 and 12, the second connector portion 26‘ includes a cross-bar 71 that

provides a pair of openings through which a pair of straps of the headgear assembly 20 may

pass and be removably connected.
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[00191] The rear portion 62 also provides an elongated conduit 72 adapted to be connected

to an inlet conduit that delivers breathable gas to the frame 16 and nozzle assembly 18. In the

illustrated embodiment, the conduit 72 of the rear portion 62 has a different cross-sectional

shape than the conduit 64 of the front portion 60 to facilitate connection to the inlet conduit.

However, the conduits 72, 64 of the rear and front portions 62, 60, respectively, may have

similar cross-sectional areas-

[00192] Figs. 13 and 14 schematically illustrate the routing of on of the first pair of inlet

conduits 74 and one of the second pair of inlet conduits 76 of the nasal assembly 10. First

ends of the first pair of conduits 74 are connected to respective conduits 72 of the second

connector portions 26. Second ends of the first pair of conduits 74 are connected to

respective first ends of the second pair of inlet conduits 76. Second ends of the second pair

of inlet conduits are connected to a pressurized supply that supplies pressurized breathable

gas. As a result, pressurized gas can pass through the first and second pairs of inlet conduits

74, 76 into the frame 16 and base portion 48, and through the nozzles 50 for breathing by the

patient. As shown in Fig. l, the frame 16 includes an exhaust vent 78 that protrudes slightly

outwardly from the frame 16 and includes a series of openings for C0; washout.

[00193] As schematically showu in Fig. 13, the first and second pairs of inlet conduits 74,

76 may be routed to extend upwardly over the head of the patient. For example, in Fig. 13,

the first pair of inlet conduits 74 may have a length of about 120—160 mm, preferably about

140 mm and the second pair of inlet conduits 76 may have a length of about 160-200 mm,

preferably about 180 mm. However. other length dimensions may be used as well. In the

illustrated embodiment, the first pair of inlet conduits 74 are angled about 30° from

horizontal and the second pair of inlet conduits 76 are angled about 90° from horizontal, or

about 60° from the first pair of inlet conduits 74. However, the first and second pairs of inlet

conduits 74, 76 may have any suitable length and may be routed in any suitable manner to

extend upwardly over the head of the patient.

[00194] Alternatively, as schematically shown in Fig. 14, the first and second pairs of inlet

conduits ‘74, 76 may be routed to extend downwardly under the chin of the patient. For

example, in Fig. 14, the first pair of inlet conduits 74 may have a length of about 40-80 mm,

preferably about 60 mm and the second pair of inlet conduits 76 may have a length of about

180~220 mm, preferably about 200 mm. In the illustrated embodiment. the first pair of inlet

conduits are angled about -20° to 40° from horizontal, preferably about 30° from horizontal

and the second pair of inlet conduits 76 are angled about -90° from horizontal, or about 420°
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from the first pair of inlet conduits 74. However, the first and second pairs of inlet conduits

may have any suitable length and may be routed in any suitable manner to extend upwardly

over the head of the patient.

[00195) Figs. 15 and 16 illustrate embodiments of connectors structured to interconnect

the second ends of the first pair of conduits 74 with respective first ends of the second pair of

inlet conduits 76. The connector 80 shown in Fig. 15 is suitably angled to route the conduits

74, 76 upwardly over the head of the patient. The connector 82 shown in Fig. 16 is suitably

angled to route the conduits 74, 76 downwardly under the chin of the patient.

[001%] Fig. 17 illustrates a flow generator connector 84 structured to interconnect the

second ends of the second pair of inlet conduits 76 with a pressurized supply. Specifically.

the flow generator connector 34 includes a first conduit 86 structured to connect to one of the

second pair of inlet conduits 76 and a second conduit 88 structured to connect to the other of

the second pair of inlet conduits 76 . The flow generator connector 84 includes a third

conduit 90 structured to connect to a conduit that is connected to the pressurized supply. The

third connector 90 may include a swivel mechanism or flexible joint to allow relative

movement between the flow generator connector 84 and the conduit associated with the

pressurized supply.

[00197] In the illustrated embodiment, the inlet conduits 74, 76 provide a Single air flow

channel. However, the conduits 74, 76 , connector portions 24, 26, and connectors 80, 82, 84

may be structured to provide more than one air flow channel.

[00198] The inlet conduits ‘74, 76 may be manufactured in any suitable manner. For

example, the conduits 74. 76 may be extruded or the conduits may be injection molded.

Also, the inlet conduits 74, 76 may be structured from any suitable polymeric material such

as silicone or a thermoplastic elastomer, such as Krayton®, for example.

[00199] Also, the inlet conduits 74, 76 may be formed of crush—resistant, anti-crush or

anti-kinking tubing such as that disclosed in US. Patent No. 6,044,844, the entirety of which

is incorporated herein by reference.

[00200] The inlet conduits 74, 76 and respective connector portions 24, 26 andfor

connectors 80, 82, 84 may be retained with a friction-type fit, mechanical fasteners, adhesive,

co—molded, insert molded, or any other suitable means.

[00201] In use, pressurized gas enters through connector 90 of the flow generator

connector 84 and proceeds through the second set of inlet conduits 76 into the first set of inlet

conduits 74 and into both side frame members 32 of the frame 16. Air passes through the
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frame 16, into the base portion 48 and nozzles 50, and into the nasal passages 12 of the

patient. Exhaust gasses from the patient‘s nose can exit through the exhaust vent 78

provided in the frame 16.

[00202] The headgear assembly 20 is removably attached to second connector portion 26

attached to the frame 16 to maintain the frame 16 and nozzle assembly 18 in a desired

adjusted position on the patient’s face. As shown in Fig. 18, the headgear assembly 20

includes two side portions 92 with a rear portion 94 connecting the side portions 92. Each

side portion 92 comprises a side strap 96. The rear portion 94, which interconnects the two

side portions 92, includes an upper strap 98 that passes over the top of the patient’s head and

a rear strap 100 that passes around the rear portion of the patient’s head. However, the

headgear assembly may be permanently attached to the frame.

[00203] Each side strap 96 is removably connected to the second connector portion 26.

Specifically, the end portion of each side strap 96 has a reduced width that enables the side

strap 96 to be wrapped around the cross-bar 70 provided on the second connector portion 26.

Fastening of the side straps 96 to respective cross~bars 70 may be assisted by use of a hook

and loop material, such as Velcro®. Thus, the side straps 96 may be adjusted with respect to

the second connector portion 26 for proper fit.

[00204] The upper strap 98 and rear strap 100 are removably connected to the side straps

96 by buckles 102 provided on the side straps 96. The buckles 102 can be attached to the

side straps 96 with adhesives, stitching and/or other knowrr manners. In the illustrated

embodiment, the buckles 102 includes a single cross-bar to en able the upper and rear straps

98, 100 to be coupled therewith. However, any other suitable buckle arrangement may be

provided to interconnect the side straps 96 with the upper and rear straps 98, 100.

[00205] The straps 96, 98, 100 of the headgear assembly 20 may be constructed from a

soft, flexible composite material. For example, the straps 96,98, 100 may include two layers

of material with one of the layers made of a fabric material and the other of the layers made

of a polymeric material. Also, the headgear assembly 20 may include one or more stiffeners

attached thereto in order to add to the rigidity of the headgear assembly 20 in certain planes

and directions, which would assist in stabilizing the nasal assembly 10 on the head of the

patient during use.

[00206] Further. the headgear assembly 20 may include any number of straps to support

the nasal assembly 10 on the patient‘s head. For example, each of the side straps 96 may
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include a pair of straps to be used with the second connector portion 26‘ shown in Figs. 11

and 12. Alternatively, the headgear assembly 20 may be constructed as a one piece structure.

[0020?] As best shown in Fig. l, the base portion 48 extends outwardly from the frame 16

to provide additional surface area or footprint area. As air under pressure enters the frame 16,

the base portion 43 inflates, which moves the nozzles 50 into sealing engagement with the

nasal passages 12 of the patient. For example, expansion of the base portion in the direction

of the nostrils causes the nozzles to move into sealing engagement with the nasal passages.

[00208] Also, a portion of the sealing force may be provided by the first portion 56, which

may be pie-loaded, like a spring, against the parient’s nostril.

[00209] That is, the base portion 48 is structured such that it can expand and contract to

alter a distance between the frame 16 and the nozzles 50. The base portion 48 moves the

nozzles 50 between a first position in which the nozzles 50 are adjacent to the nasal passages

12 of the patient and a second position in which the nozzles 50 are moved into sealing

engagement with the nasal passages 12 of the patient. Specifically, in an un-inflated

condition, the nozzles 50 are Spaced from the nasal passages 12 of the patient or in light

contact therewith. When the nasal assembly 10 is pressurized by a gas, the base portion 43 is

inflated and moves the nozzles 50 into sealing engagement with the nasal passages 12 of the

patient to form a seal between the nasal assembly 10 and the patient’s nasal passages 12. As

the gas pressure is increased, the force applied to the underside of the nasal passages is

increased through the base portion 48.

[00210] The base portion 48 provides additional surface area or footprint area to the frame

16, which in turn provides an additional force on the nozzles 50 which increases the sealing

efficiency of the nozzles 50. That is, the base portion 48 is configured and positioned to

force the nozzles 50 into contact with the patient’s nose. The force or pressure on the

patient’s nose is proportional to: (a) the pressure in the frame 16 and nozzle assembly 18; (b)

additional surface area of the base portion 48; andlor (c) the preload from materials and

geometry of nozzles 50 or base portion 48, including central wall 54 and first portion 56 of

the base portion 48. Thus, the surface area of the base portion 48 may be varied, e.g., to vary

the force or pressure applied to the patient’s nose.

[00211] The side walls 52 of the base portion 48 may act as a spring structure to provide a

component of force on the patient‘s face through the nozzles 50. The force may be tailored

by adjusting the thickness of the side walls 52. Moreover, the thickness of the side walls 52

may be varied in conjunction with the additional surface area provided by the base portion
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48. Thus, the force provided by the base portion 48 along with the air pressure provides an

effective sealing force against the nasal passages 12 of the patient.

[00212] The base portion 48 reduces the headgear assembly tension required to achieve a

suitable seal. That is, the sealing force applied to the patient’s nose may be provided by the

base portion 48, preload andfor air pressure, and not by the tension from the headgear

assembly 20. This improves patient comfort as well as sealing properties.

[00213] Accordingly, it is desirable when adjusting the headgear assembly 20 to bring the

nozzles 50 only near or in very light contact with the patient’s nose. In this way, the base

portion 48 is not compressed substantially- In use, contact will need to be sufficient for seal.

[00214] The base portion 48 also provides a decoupling joint between the frame 16 and the

nozzles 50, thus allowing some relative movement between the nasal assembly 10 and the

user’s face. As a result, the nozzles 50 can accommodate small variations in the shape of the

patient’s nasal features without undue force, and can account for small movement of the nasal

assembly 10 relative to the patient’s nose during use, while maintaining an effective seal.

[00215] Moreover, the connection assembly 22 including the first and second connector

portions 24, 26 enables the position of the nozzles 50 to be easily adjusted with respect to the

patient‘s nose. Specifically, the patient can rotate the frame 16 with respect to the headgear

assembly 20 to adjust the positioning of the nozzles 50.

[00216] Also, the base portion 48 need not be a single base form discussed above, but can

have alternative configurations. For example, the base portion 48 may be in the form of two

or more base portions provided in series.

[00217] As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, end portions of the base portion 48 are angled with

respect to one another so as to angle the nozzles 50 attached thereto with respect to one

another. This angle, also referred to as an alar angle, can be adjusted to accommodate

different shaped noses of patients. For example, the nozzle assembly 10 shown in Figs. 5 and

6 has an alar angle in the range of 135-155°, preferably about 145°, to accommodate a

substantially flat nose (see Fig. 19). Alternatively, the alar angle may be in the range of 70-

90", preferably about 80°, to accommodate a substantially pointed or steep nose (see Fig. 20).

However, the alar angle may have any suitable size to accommodate any shape nose.

Movement of the nozzles helps accommodate steeper noses.

[00218] As shown in Fig. 21, the sealing zone of the nozzle 50 may extend at an angle

from about half the height of the nozzle 50. In the illustrated embodiment, the nozzle 50 has

a height of about 9 mm. However, the nozzle 50 may have any suitable height and may
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provide any suitable sealing zone. (Please advise if you would like to remove Fig. 21 from

the application.)

[00219] The nozzles 50 are appropriately spaced with respect to one another on the base

portion 48. The spacing is based on the size of the nozzles 50 and the available space on the

base portion 48.

[00220] The size of the nozzles 50 is based on the patient’s nostril circumference. In one

embodiment, ellipse ratios may be used to determine nozzle geometry (see Fig. 22). For

example, an ellipse ratio of 0.7 (Average + I Standard Deviation] may be used to determine

nozzle geometry. As shown in Fig. 23, the base major axis of the nozzle may be defined by

measurement from the center of a nostril to the upper lip. As shown in Fig. 24, the base

minor axis of the nozzle may be defined by the maximum space available between nozzles.

However, any other suitable method may be used to determine the size of the nozzles.

(Please advise if you would like to remove Figs. 22-24 from the application.)

[00221] The above-noted alar angle, sealing zone, spacing between nozzles, and size of the

nozzles may be determined so that a wide range of patients can be accommodated. Also,

different size nasal assemblies, e.g., small, medium, and large, may be provided to

accommodate different size patients. However, any other suitable measurements and

methods may be used to provide a nasal assembly that fits the widest range of patients.

[00222] One aspect of the invention relates to a nasal assembly that provides separate

sealing and stability forces. That is, the nasal assemblies are structured such that the stability

forces that act to maintain the nasal assembly on the patient’s face are separated or at least

better distinguished from the sealing forces that act to maintain a seal between the nasal

assembly and the patient’s face. In use, the sealing forces act on more sensitive regions of

the patient’s face, e.g., nose, and the stability forces act on less sensitive regions of the

patient's face, e.g., upper lip, cheeks and back of the patient’s head. Moreover, the stability

forces tend to be higher than the sealing forces. Thus, the nasal assembly is structured such

that the higher stability forces are substantially separated from the lower sealing forces to

improve patient comfort.

[00223] Specifically, the nasal assembly is structured such that stability forces applied by

the headgear assembly are distributed to the back of the patient’s head, the patient’s cheeks.

and the patient’s upper lip to maintain the nasal assembly on the patient’s face in use. The

nasal assembly includes the nozzle assembly structured to apply sealing forces to nasal

passages of the patient’s nose in use. Features of the headgear have been designed to achieve
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substantially independent adjustment of sealing and stability forces. Thus, the higher stability

forces do not effect the more sensitive regions of the patient’s face, e.g., nose, as much.

[00224] Another aspect of the invention relates to the association between the nozzles and

the base portion to apply a force to the patient’s face. Specifically, the base portion is

structured to apply a component of force to the patient’s face and the nozzles are structured to

apply a component of force to the patient’s face.

[00225] As shown in Fig. 1, for example, the base portion may have a substantially rigid

structure such that it applies a relatively small component of force on the patient’s face. That

is, the base portion may not be substantially inflatable or expandable when pressurized by a

gas. In contrast, the nozzles may have a flexible structure such that they provide a relatively

larger component of force on the patient’s face. That is, the first portion 56 of the nozzles 50

may act as a spring structure, e.g., spring~loaded or resilient, to provide a component of force

on the patient’s face through the nozzles 50. By spring-loaded, it is meant that the nozzles

apply a predetermined force against the user‘s nasal sealing area, for sealing purposes.

Preferably, nozzles are preloaded before introducing pressurized gas to provide a sealing

force with the user. As a result, the base portion and nozzles together provide a force to

provide a seal between the nasal assembly and the patient’s nasal passages.

[00226] Alternatively, the base portion may have a flexible structure such that it applies a

relatively large component of force on the patient’s face when inflated. In contrast, the

nozzles may have a more rigid structure such that they apply a relatively smaller component

of force on the patient’s face. As a result, the base portion and nozzles together provide a

force to provide a seal between the nasal assembly and the patient’s nasal passages.

[00227] Thus, the nozzle assembly may be structured such that the nozzles are spring-

loaded or resilient to apply a sufficient component of force for sealing. Thus, the base

portion can be structured more rigidly to apply a smaller component of force for sealing.

Alternatively, the nozzle assembly may be structured such that the base portion is sufficiently

expandable to apply a sufficient component of force for sealing and the nozzles can be

structured more rigidly to apply a smaller component of force for sealing. Alternatively, the

nozzles may be substantially rigid, e.g., Where the nozzles are tailored for a particular user.

This alternative can be combined with the earlier embodiment (relating rigid base portions

and spring-loaded (cg. preloaded) nozzles). In this event, the base of the nozzle may be

structured to provide a variable amount of preload, and the sealing portion of the nozzle,

preferably tailored to the user, may be relatively more rigid. Also, the nozzle assembly may
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be structured such that the base portion and nozzles provide substantially similar components

of force for sealing.

SECOND ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENT

[00228] Figs. 25-37 illustrate another embodiment of a nasal assembly, indicated as 210.

As best shown in Figs. 25-27, the nasal assembly 210 includes a frame 216 and a nozzle

assembly 218 that is removably connected to the frame 216. A headgear assembly 220 (see

Fig. 37) is removably attached to the frame 216 to maintain the frame 216 and nozzle

assembly 218 in a desired adjusted position on the patient’s face. Inlet conduits 274 (see

Fl gs. 36 and 37) are also removably attached to the frame 216 to deliver breathable gas into

the frame 216 and nozzle assembly 218 for breathing by the patient. The headgear assembly

220 and inlet conduits 274 are removably attached to the frame 216 by an inlet conduit and

headgear connection assembly 222. The connection assembly 222 includes first connector

portions 224 (see Figs. 28 and 29) previded by the frame 216 and sec0nd cannector portions

226 adapted to be removably coupled with the first connector portions 224. The second

connector portions 226 are removably connected to the headgear assembly 220 and the inlet

conduits 274, as will be further discussed.

[00229] As shown in Figs. 28 and 29, the frame 216 includes a main body 228 that

provides a central opening 230 for accommodating the nozzle assembly 218. The frame 216

also includes side frame members 232 provided on each lateral side of the main body 228.

Each side frame member 232 includes a first connector portion 224 that is integrally formed

therewith. The first cOnnector portion 224 is in the form of a conduit 264 having a recess 266

on an inner surface thereof. The frame 216 also includes a series of openings 278 for CO;

washout.

[00230] As shown in Figs. 25-27 and 30-31, the nozzle assembly 218 forms a conduit that

includes a main body 219 and opposing end portions 221 (only half of the nozzle assembly

218 is shown in the figures). As best shown in Fig. 27, the end portions 221 are stretched

over the side frame members 232 of the frame 216 with the main body 219 in covering

relation to the main body 228 and central opening 230 of the frame 216. When the nozzle

assembly 218 is attached to the frame 216. the frame 216 adds rigidity to the relatively

flexible nozzle assembly 218.

[00231] The main body 219 of the nozzle assembly 218 includes a gusset portion 248 and

a pair of nozzles 250 attached thereto. The nozzles 250 may be designed and structured in a
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similar manner to the nozzles 50 described above. The main body 219 of the nozzle

assembly also includes a series openings 223 that align with the series of openings 278

provided on the frame 216 for CO; washout.

[00232] As shown in Figs. 32-34, the secoud connector portion 226 includes a main body

having a front portion 260 and a rear portion 262. The front portion 260 includes a plurality

of resiliently flexible arms 238 that are structured to flex radially inwardly and outwardly.

Each arm 238 provides a rib portion 240 at the free end thereof. In use, the rib portions 240

of the plurality of arms 238 are adapted to engage within the recess 266 of the first connector

portion 224 for coupling the first and second connector portions 224, 226 with one another.

In contrast to the connection assembly 22 described above, the connection assembly 222 does

not provide an indexing section. Thus, the second connector portion 226 may rotate with

respect to the first connector portion 224 for an infinite amount of settings for alignment of

the nozzles 250 with respect to the nasal passages of the patient. The settings may be locked

by way of friction, for example.

[00233] The rear portion 262 of the second connector portion 226 includes a cross-bar 270

that forms an opening through which a strap of the headgear assembly 220 may pass and be

removably connected. The rear portion 262 also provides a pair of conduits 272 adapted to

be connected to an inlet conduit that delivers breathable gas to the frame 216 and nozzle

assembly 218.

[00234] As shown in Fig. 36, the nasal assembly 210 includes a pair of inlet conduits 274

(only one of the inlet conduits 274 being visible in Fig. 36). First ends of the pair of conduits

274 are connected to respective second connector portions 226 connected to the frame 216.

Second ends of the pair of conduits 274 are connected to a pressurized supply that supplies

pressurized breathable gas. As shown in Figs. 36 and 37, the pair of inlet conduits 274 are

routed to extend upwardly over the head of the patient. However, the pair of inlet conduits

274 may be routed in any suitable manner, e.g., routed to extend downwardly under the chin

of the patient.

[00235] As a result, pressurized gas can pass through the pair of inlet conduits 274 into the

frame 216 and nozzle assembly 218, and through the nozzles 250 for breathing by the patient.

[00236] Fig. 35 illustrates a flow generator connector 284 structured to interconnect the

second ends of the pair of inlet conduits 274 with a pressurized supply. Specifically, the flow

generator connector 284 includes a pair of first conduits 286 structured to connect to one of

the pair of inlet conduits 274 and a pair of second conduits 288 structured to connect to the

other of the pair of inlet conduits 274. The flow generator connector 284 includes a third
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conduit 290 structured to connect to a conduit that is connected to the pressurized gas, air, or

fluid supply. The third connector 290 may include a swivel or flexiblejoint mechanism to

allow relative movement between the flow generator connector 284 and the conduit

associated with the pressurized supply. Also, the third connector 290 may include a ball and

socket joint so that when the third connector 290 is on top of the patient’s head in an over the

head configuration, the tube pull is minimized.

[00237] In the illustrated embodiment, the inlet conduits 274 provide a dual air flow

channel with a central support wall to prevent kinking and occlusion. However, the conduits

274, connector portions 224, 226, and connector 284 may be structured to provide one air

flow channel or more than two air flow channels.

£00238] The headgear assembly 220 is removably or fixedly attached to second connector

portion 226 attached to the frame 216 to maintain the frame 216 and nozzle assembly 218 in

a desired adjusted position on the patient’s face. As shown in Fig. 37, the headgear assembly

220 includes two side portions 292 (only one of the side portions 292 being visible in Fig. 37)

with a rear portion 294 connecting the side portions 292. Each side portion 292 comprises a

side strap 296. The rear portion 294, which interconnects the two side portions 292, includes

an upper strap 298 that passes over the top of the patient’s head and a rear strap 299 that

passes around the rear portion of the patient’s head. Upper and rear strap 298, 299 can be

adjusted for fit and can be a single strap or loop. Also, the headgear assembly may be

permanently attached to the frame.

[00239] Each side strap 296 has a reduced width that enables the side strap 296 to be

wrapped around the cross-bar 270 provided on the second connector portion 226. Fastening

of the side straps 296 to respective cross-bars 270 may be assisted by use of a hook and loop

material, such as Velcro®. Thus, the side straps 296 may be adjusted with respect to the

second connector portion 226 for proper fit.

[00240] Openings or buckles are provided on the side straps 296 to en able the upper and

rear straps 298, 299 to be coupled therewith. However, the headgear assembly 220 may

include any number of straps to support the nasal assembly 210 on the patient’s head.

Alternatively, the headgear assembly 220 may be constructed as a one piece structure.

[00241] As shown in Fig. 37, the headgear assembly 220 includes a retaining strap 291 to

hold the flow generator connector 284 and the inlet conduits 274 in a position over the head

of the patient. The headgear assembly 220 also includes retaining prongs 293 to hold the
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inlet conduits 274 adjacent to the headgear assembly 220 as they extend upwardly over the

head of the patient.

[00242] Similar to the nasal assembly 10 described above, the force provided by the gusset

portion 248 along with the air pressure provides an effective sealing force against the nasal

passages 12 of the patient. Thus, the gusset portion 248 reduces the headgear assembly

tension required to achieve a suitable seal. Also, the position of the nozzles 250 may be

adjusted with respect to the user’s nose to improve patient comfort.

[00243] As shown in Fig. 25, for example, the gusset portion 248 has a flexible structure

such that it applies a relatively large component offorce on the patient’s face when inflated.

In contrast, the nozzles have a more rigid structure such that they apply a relatively smaller

component of force on the patient’s face. That is, the first portion of the nozzles may have

less of a spring-load to provide a relatively small component of force on the patient’s face

through the nozzles. As a result, the gusset portion and nozzles together provide a force to

provide a seal between the nasal assembly and the patient’s nasal passages.

THIRD ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENT

[00244] Figs. 38-51 illustrate another embodiment of a nasal assembly, indicated as 310.

As best shown in Figs. 38, 39, and 43, the nasal assembly 310 includes a frame 316 and a

nozzle assembly 318 that is removably connected to the frame 316. A headgear assembly

320 is removably attached to the frame 316 to maintain the frame 316 and nozzle assembly

318 in a desired adjusted position relative to the patient’s face. Inlet conduits 374 are also

removably attached to the frame 316 to deliver breathable gas into the frame 316 and nozzle

assembly 318 for breathing by the patient. The headgear assembly 320 and inlet conduits 374

are removably attached to the frame 316 by an inlet conduit and headgear connection

assembly 322. The connection assembly 322 includes first connector portions 324 (see Figs.

40 and 43) provided by the frame 316 and second connector portions 326 adapted to be

removably coupled with the first connector portions 324. The second connector portions 326

are removably connected to the headgear assembly 320 and the inlet conduits 374, as will be

further discussed.

[00245] As shown in Fig. 40, the frame 316 includes a main body 328 that provides a

central opening 330 for accommodating the nozzle assembly 318. The frame 316 also

includes side frame members 332 provided on each lateral side of the main body 328. Each

side frame member 332 includes a first connector portion 324 that is integrally formed
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therewith. The first connector portion 324 is in the form of a conduit 364 having a recess 366

(see Fig. 43) on an inner surface thereof.

[00246] As shOWn in Fig. 41, the nozzle assembly 318 forms a conduit that includes a

main body 319 and opposing end portions 321. As best shown in Figs. 42, 43, and 44, the

end portions 321 are stretched over the side frame members 332 of the frame 316 with the

main body 319 in covering relation to the main body 328 and central opening 330 of the

frame 316. When the nozzle assembly 318 is attached to the frame 316, the frame 316 and

nozzle assembly 318 form a conduit for delivering breathable gas to the patient’s nose. Also,

the frame 316 adds rigidity or structural integrity to the relatively flexible nozzle assembly

318.

[00247] As showu in Figs. 43 and 44, the main body 319 of the nozzle assembly 318

includes a base portion 348 and a pair of nozzles 350 attached thereto. The nozzles 350 may

be designed and structured in a similar manner to the nozzles 50 described above. The main

body 319 of the nozzle assembly 318 also includes one or more openings 323 (cg, see Figs.

39 and 41) for C02 washout.

[00248] As shown in Figs. 38B and 43, the second connector portion 326 includes a main

body having a front portion 360 and a rear portion 362. The front portion 360 includes a rib

portion 340. In use, the rib portion 340 is adapted to engage within the recess 366 of the first

connector portion 324 for coupling the first and second connector portions 324. 326 with one

another. Similar to the connection assembly 222 described above, the second connector

portion 326 may rotate with reSpect to the first connector portion 324 for an infinite amount

of settings for alignment of the nozzles 350 with respect to the nasal passages of the patient.

The setting may be optionally locked by friction, for example.

[00249] As shown in Figs. 38 and 383, the rear portion 362 of the second connector

portion 326 includes an Opening 370 through which a strap of the headgear assembly 320

may pass and be removably connected. As shown in Fig. 38B, the rear portion 362 also

provides a pair of conduits 372 adapted to be connected to an inlet conduit that delivers

breathable gas to the frame 316 and nozzle assembly 318.

{00250} As shown in Figs. 38, 39, and 45, the nasal assembly 310 includes a pair of inlet

conduits 374. First ends of the pair of conduits 374 are connected to respective second

connector portions 326 connected to the frame 316. Second ends of the pair of conduits 374

are connected to a pressurized supply that supplies pressurized breathable gas. As shown in

Fig. 45, the second connector portions 326 may be rotated with reSpect to the first connector
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portions 324 to route the pair of inlet conduits 374 upwardly over the head of the patient or

downwardly under the chin of the patient, for example.

[0025]] As a result, pressurized gas can pass through the pair of inlet conduits 374 into the

frame 316 and nozzle assembly 318, and through the nozzles 350 for breathing by the patient.

[00252] Figs. 45, 47, and 48 illustrate an angle connector 384 structured to interconnect

the second ends of the pair of inlet conduits 374 with a pressurized supply. As shown in Fig.

47, the connector 384 may include a pair of double-conduits 386 to connect to respective inlet

conduits 374. Alternatively, as shown in Fig. 48, the flow generator connector 384 may

include a pair of single-conduits 386 to connect to respective inlet conduits 374. The end of

the dual air flow channel inlet conduit 374 may be amended, as shown in Fig. 48, to facilitate

connection with the connector 384 having a pair of single-conduits 386. Also, the ends of the

inlet conduit 374 may include a series of ridges that interlock with a series of ridges provided

on the connector 384 to reliably connect the inlet conduits 374 with the connector 384, as

shown in Figs. 47 and 48.

[00253] As shown in Fig. 49, the inlet conduits 374 provide a dual air flow channel with a

central support wall to prevent kinking or occlusion, e.g., anti—crush, and facilitate

connection. Also, the inlet conduits may be constructed from a harder material, e.g., harder

durometer silicone, to prevent kinking or occlusion- However, the conduits 374, connector

portions 324, 326, and connector 384 may be structured to provide one air flow channel or

more than two air flow channels. As shown in Fig. 47B, the inlet conduits 374 may be

extruded or otherwise manufactured in one piece. Alternatively, as shown in Fig. 48B, the

inlet conduits 374 may include a plurality of conduits formed by injection molding, co-

molding, or insert molding, and connected to one another in any suitable manner, e.g., by

connectors andjor other fasteners such as adhesive, or the entire assembly could be molded in

one piece, thereby reducing components and complexity.

[00254] The headgear assembly 320 is removabl y attached to second connector portion

326 attached to the frame 316 to maintain the frame 316 and nozzle assembly 318 in a

desired adjusted position on the patient’s face. As shown in Figs. 38, 39, and 45, the

headgear assembly 320 includes two side portions 392 with a rear portion 394 connecting the

side portions 392. Each side portion 392 comprises a side strap 396. The rear portion 394,

which interconnects the two side portions 392, includes an upper strap 398 that passes over

the top of the patient‘s head and a rear strap 399 that passes around the rear portion of the

patient’s head. As shown in Fig. 45, the rear portion 394 may include a second rear strap 387

to add additional stability.
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[00255] Each side strap 396 has a reduced width that enables the side strap 396 to be

wrapped around the opening 370 provided on the second connector portion 326. Fastening of

the side straps 396 to respective openings 370 may be assisted by use of a hook and loop

material, such as Velcro®. Thus, the side straps 396 may be adjusted with respect to the

second connector portion 326 for proper fit.

[00256] In the illustrated embodiment, the headgear assembly 320 is constructed as a one

piece structure. However, the headgear assembly 320 may include a plurality of straps

suitably arranged to support the nasal assembly 310 on the patient’s head. As shown in Fig.

45, the headgear assembly 320 may include retaining straps 393 to hold the inlet conduits 374

upwardly over the head of the patient.

[00257] Fig. 50 illustrates the nasal assembly 310 about to be engaged with nasal passages

12 of a patient's nose 14. Fig. 51 illustrates the nasal assembly 310 engaged with nasal

passages 12 of a patient’s nose. The patient” 5 upper lip contacts the silicone outer surface of

the nozzle assembly 318 to help maintain the nasal assembly 310 in position on the patient’s

face.

[00258] Similar to the nasal assembly 10 described above, the force provided by the base

portion 348 along with the air pressure provides an effective sealing force against the nasal

passages 12 of the patient. Thus, the base portion 348 reduces the headgear assembly tension

required to achieve a suitable seal. Also, the position of the nozzles 350 may be adjusted

with respect to the user’s nose to improve patient comfort.

[00259] As shown in Fig. 43, for example, the base portion 348 has a flexible structure

such that it applies a relatively large component of force on the patient's face when inflated.

In contrast, the nozzles have a more rigid structure such that they apply a relatively smaller

component of force on the patient’ 5 face. That is, the first portion of the nozzles may have

less of a spring—load to provide a relatively small component of force on the patient’s face

through the nozzles. As a result, the base portion and nozzles together provide a force to

provide a seal between the nasal assembly and the patient’s nasal passages.

[00260] Further, the base portion 348 may be structured to provide customized forces in

desired directions, e.g., inwardly directed force to assist with sealing. The base portion 348

may offer greater displacement in some areas that would provide'additional forces.

[00261] Fig. 46 is a force diagram that illustrates some of the forces that are developed

when the nasal assembly 310 is attached to the patient’s head. For example, the headgear
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tension provides a force on the patient’s face and the patient’s nose and lip provide forces on

the nasal assembly 310. (Please advise if you would like to remove this figure).

FOURTH ILLUSTRATED ENIBODHVEENT

[00262] Figs. 52-58 illustrate another embodiment of a nasal assembly, indicated as 410.

As best shown in Figs. 52 and 53, the nasal assembly 410 includes a frame 416 and a nozzle

assembly 418 that is removably connected to the frame 416. A headgear assembly 420 is

removably attached to the frame 416 to maintain the frame 416 and nozzle assembly 418 in a

desired adjusted position on the patient’s face. Inlet conduits 474 are also removably

attached to the frame 416 to deliver breathable gas into the frame 416 and nozzle assembly

418 for breathing by the patient. The headgear assembly 420 and inlet conduits 474 are

removably attached to the frame 416 by an inlet conduit and headgear connection assembly

422. The connection assembly 422 includes first connector portions 424 (see Figs. 55 and

56) provided by the frame 416 and second connector portions 426 adapted to be rcmovably

coupled with the first connector portions 424. The second connector portions 426 are

removably or fixedly connected to the headgear assembly 420 and the inlet conduits 474, as

will be further discussed.

[00263] As shown in Figs. 52 and 54, the frame 416 includes a main body 428 that

provides a central opening 430 for accommodating the nozzle assembly 418. The frame 416

also includes side frame members 432 provided on each lateral side of the main body 428.

Each side frame member 432 includes a first connector portion 424 that is integrally formed

therewith. The first connector portion 424 is in the form of cross-bar 466 (see Figs. 55 and

56). As best shown in Fig. 54, the main body 428 includes rim 446 that define the central

opening 430.

[00264] As shown in Fig. 54, the nozzle assembly 418 includes a gusset portion 448 and a

pair of nozzles 450 attached thereto. The gusset portion 448 has side walls 452 adapted to

sealingly engage with the rim 446 surrounding opening 430 of the frame 416. For example,

the side walls 452 of the gusset portion 448 may include a recess that is structured to

interlock with a respective tab provided on the rim 446 of the frame 416 with a snap-fit.

However, the nozzle assembly 418 may be removably attached to the frame 416 in any other

suitable manner, such as a friction fit, for example. When the nozzle assembly 418 is

attached to the frame 416, the nozzle assembly 418 and the frame 416 together form a

conduit for directing breathable gas to the patient's nose through the pair of nozzles 450.
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[00265] The nozzles 450 may be designed and structured in a similar manner to the

nozzles 50 described above. The frame 416 may include one or more openings (not shown)

for exhaled C02 washout.

[00266] As shown in Fig. 55, the second connector portion 426 includes a main body

having a front portion 460 and a rear portion 462. The front portion 460 includes a pair of

arm members 461 having an integral lug 463 at a distal end thereof. In use, the arm members

461 are flexed inwardly by the cross-bar 466 of the first connector portion 424 until the arm

members 461 reach an operative position in which the arm members 461 flex back outwardly

such that the shoulder of the lug 463 is positioned to interlock the second connector portion

426 with the first connector portion 424 (see Fig. 56).

[00267] The arm members 461 of the second connector portion 426 may rotate with

respect to the cross-bar 466 of the first connector portion 424. As shown in Fig. 55, a

protrusion 465 may be provided on the arm members 461 that selectively engages within a

series of recesses provided on an inner surface of the cross-bar 466 so as to provide a

predetermined number of settings for alignment of the nozzles 450 with respect to the nasal

passages of the patient.

{00268} As shown in Fig. 55, the rear portion 462 provides a pair of conduits 472 adapted

to be connected to an inlet conduit that delivers breathable gas to the frame 416 and nozzle

assembly 418. The rear portion 462 of the second connector portion 426 also includes a

cross-bar or opening (not shown) through which a strap of the headgear assembly 420 may

pass and be removably connected.

[00269] As shown in Figs. 52 and 53, the nasal assembly 410 includes a pair of inlet

conduits 474. First ends of the pair of conduits 474 are connected to respective second

connector portions 426 connected to the frame 416. Second ends of the pair of conduits 474

are connected to a pressurized supply that supplies pressurized breathable gas. As shOWn in

Fig. 52, the second connector portions 426 may be rotated with. respect to the first connector

portions 424 to route the pair of inlet conduits 474 upwardly over the head of the patient or

downwardly under the chin of the patient, for example.

[00270] As a result, pressurized gas can pass through the pair of inlet conduits 474 into the

frame 416 and nozzle assembly 418, and through the nozzles 450 for breathing by the patient.

[00271] Fig. 53 illustrates a flow generator connector 484 structured to interconnect the

sec0nd ends of the pair of inlet conduits 474 with a pressurized supply.

[00272] As shown in Fig. 52, the inlet conduits 474 provide a dual air flow channel to

prevent kinking and facilitate connection. However, the conduits 474, connector portions
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424, 426, and connector 484 may be structured to provide one air flow channel or more than

two air flow channels.

[00273] The headgear assembly 420 is removably attached to second connector portion

426 attached to the frame 416 to maintain the frame 416 and nozzle assembly 418 in a

desired adjusted position on the patient's face. As shown in Figs. 52 and 53, the headgear

assembly 420 includes two side portions 492 with a rear portion 494 connecting the side

portions 492. Each side portion 492 comprises a side strap 496. The rear portion 494, which

interconnects the two side portions 492, includes an upper strap 498 that passes over the top

of the patient’s head and a rear strap 499 that passes around the rear portion of the patient’s

head. However, the headgear assembly may be permanently attached to the frame.

[00274] Each side strap 496 has a reduced width that enables the side strap 496 to be

wrapped around the cross-bar or opening provided on the second connector portion 426.

Fastening of the side straps 496 to respective cross-bars or openings may be assisted by use

of a hook and loop material, such as Velcro®. Thus, the side straps 496 may be adjusted

with respect to the second connector portion 426 for proper fit.

[00275] In the illustrated embodiment, the headgear assembly 420 is constructed as a one

piece structure. However, the headgear assembly 420 may include a plurality of straps

suitably arranged to support the nasal assembly 410 on the patient’s head. As shown in Figs.

52 and 53, the headgear assembly 420 may include retaining straps 493 to hold the inlet

conduits 474 upwardly over the head of the patient.

[00276] Fig. 57 and 58 illustrate the nasal assembly 410 being engaged with nasal

passages 12 of a patient’s nose. Similar to the nasal assembly 10 described above, the force

provided by the gusset portion 448 along with the air pressure provides an effective sealing

force against the nasal passages 12 of the patient. Thus, the gusset portion 448 reduces the

headgear assembly tension required to achieve a suitable seal. Also, the position of the

nozzles 450 may be adjusted with respect to the user’s nose to improve patient comfort.

[00277] As shown in Fig. 58, for example, the gusset portion has a substantially rigid

structure such that it applies a relatively small component of force on the patient’s face when

inflated. In contrast, the nozzles have a flexible structure such that they provide a relatively

larger component of force on the patient’s face. That is, the first portion of the nozzles may

have a relatively large spring-load to provide a component of force on the patierit’s face

through the nozzles. As a result, the gusset portion and nozzles together provide a force to

provide a seal between the nasal assembly and the patient’s nasal passages.
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FIFTH ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENT

[00278] Figs. 59-85 illustrate another embodiment of a nasal assembly, indicated as 510.

The nasal assembly 510 includes a frame 5 16 and a nozzle assembly 518 that is removably

coupled to the frame 516. As best seen in Fig. 61, the frame 516 includes a pair of first

cennector portions 524. Referring back to Pi g. 59, a pair of inlet conduits 574 are structured

to deliver breathable gas into the frame 516 and nozzle assembly 518 for breathing by the

patient. The breathable gas is transported from the inlet conduits 574 to the frame 516 and

nozzle assembly 518, e.g., via a pair of second connector portions 526 and a pair of angle

connectors 542. The second connector portions 526 are removably and rotatably connected

to respective first connector portions 524 (Fig. 61) of the frame 516. The angle connectors

542 are connected or positioned between the second connector portions 526 and respective

inlet conduits 574. A headgear assembly 520 is removably connected to (a) the pair of

second connector portions 526 andfor (b) the angle connectors 542, so as to maintain the

frame 516 and the nozzle assembly 518 in a desired adjusted position on the patient’s face, as

will be further discussed.

[00279] As shown in Fig. 61, the frame 516 includes a main body 528 and a side frame

member 532 provided on each lateral side of the main body 528. Each side frame member

532 includes an integrally formed first connector portion 524. The first connector portion

524 is in the form of a conduit 564 having an annular recess 566 on an outer surface thereof.

Also, the main body 528 includes an elongated channel 565 on opposing sides thereof and

each side frame member 532 includes an annular channel 567. The channels 565, 567 are

structured to receive the ends of the nozzle assembly 518, as will be further discussed.

[00280] As shown in Figs. 61-65, the nozzle assembly 518 includes a gusset or base

portion 548 and a pair of nozzles 550 attached thereto. The nozzle assembly 518 is coupled

with the frame 516 with the pair of nozzles 550 structured to sealingly engage with nasal

passages of a patient’s nose in use and provide a seal between the nasal assembly 510 and the

patient’s nasal passages. The nozzles 550 may be designed and structured in a similar

manner to the nozzles 50 described above. Also. the nozzle assembly 518 includes one or

more openings 549 for exhaled C02 washout.

[0028]] Fig. 65A is an enlarged view of the nozzle assembly 518 shown in Fig. 65. The

nozzle assembly preferably includes an upper contour portion 519 that maintains generally

the same cross-sectional area through the assembly. Therefore, the assembly generally
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follows the line of the face so as not to protrude from the face thereby keeping a low profile.

Similarly, Fig. 119 shows a nozzle or cushion assembly 604 that generally follows the

contour of the face, from the top view.

[00282] The nozzle assembly 518 in Fig. 65A also includes a lower contour portion 521

that generally matches the contour of the face. Further, the nozzle assembly 518 is

asymmetric about an axis A to provide a better fit in comparison with symmetric prior art

masks, which may be subject to creasing or buckling upon distribution to fit the face. The

lower contour 521 is also useful for patients with moustaches.

[00283] Forces from the patient interface retainer, e.g., headgear, are transferred to the face

via nozzles 550 as well as lower contour portion 521. The increased overall area reduces the

force per unit area, to Spread the load. The increased overall area also helps to better anchor

the patient interface. The shape of lower contour portion 521 is customizable. The lower

contour portion 521 may be rigid, semi-rigid, elastic or some combination thereof. The

maxilla region of the face can withstand more pressure without being uncomfortable.

{00284} Fig. 65B schematically illustrates the force distribution due to the increased area.

In particular, the region immediately under the nose is only soft tissue and cartilage.

[00285] If the only contact region is the immediate underside of the nose (i.e., not

including maxilla) then to hold a nozzle in place with the least amount of force would require

a resultant force in direction F1. This might distort the nose and cause discomfort. If such a

strap is tightened, it might slip off the front of the head. However, when some of the load is

taken by the maxilla (i.e., some force under the nose and some on the maxilla), the direction

of the resultant force can be changed to F2, the load is spread. Since the maxilla does not

move, F2 could be higher without causing discomfort. Such an arrangement may be more

tolerant of overtightening. There is also greater ability to cup the occiput.

[00286] In the illustrated embodiment, the nozzle assembly 518 wraps around the main

body 528 and each side frame member 532 of the frame 516 and is secured to the frame 516

with a clip 530. An annular channel 567 is formed in each side frame member 532 and side

portions 536 of nozzle assembly 518 wrap into channels 56?. Specifically, as shown in Fig.

61, the nozzle assembly 518 has a generally open-ended tubular configuration with a

longitudinal opening. This configuration provides the nozzle assembly 518 with a pair of

opposing spaced apart end portions 534 and side portions 536. When the nozzle assembly

518 is coupled to the frame 516, the side portions 536 engage within respective annular

channels 567 and the end portions 534 engage within respective elongated channels 565 on

opposing sides of the main body 528, as best shown in Figs. 64 and 68.
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[00287] As best shown in Figs. 62—64 and 66, the end portions 534 are secured between

the frame 516 and the clip 530. That is, the end portions 534 are secured between respective

flanges of opposing channels 565 and flanges of the clip 530. When the nozzle assembly 518

is attached to the frame 516, the nozzle assembly 518 and the frame 516 together form a

conduit for directing breathable gas to the patient’s nose through the pair of nozzles 550.

[00288] The clip 530 may be engaged with the frame 516 and nozzle assembly 518 in any

suitable manner. For example, as shown in Figs. 62 and 70, the clip 530 may be slid onto the

frame 516. Alternatively, the clip 530 may be engaged with the frame 516 with a snap-fit.

[00289] As shown in Fig. 59, the frame 516 is secured to the nozzle assembly 518 such

that the frame 516 is angled away from an upper lip of the patient in use. This positions the

clip 530 away from the patient such that it does not imitate the patient’s face. Also, the

nozzle assembly 518 may be contoured to accommodate a patient’s septum in use.

[00290] The above-descri bed coupling of the frame 516 and nozzle assembly 518 allows

the nozzle assembly 518 to be easily removable from the frame 516 to facilitate cleaning of

the nozzle assembly 518. Moreover, the configuration of the nozzle assembly 518 allows

interior portions of the nozzle assembly 518 to be accessible for Cleaning. The nozzle

assembly’s configuration also facilitates manufacturing.

[00291] However, the nozzle assembly 518 may be rem0vably attached to the frame 516 in

any other suitable manner. For example, Figs. 67, 69, and 71 illustrate another method of

attaching the nozzle assembly to the frame. As illustrated, the frame 616 is structured

without channels in the main body such that the nozzle assembly 618 wraps around the main

body and the clip 630 is secured between the side frame members of the frame 616 to hold

the end portions of the nozzle assembly 618.

[00292] As shown in Fig. 72, the second connector portion 526 includes a main body

having a front portion 560 and a rear portion 562. A groove 561 is provided adjacent the

front portion 560. The front portion 560 includes an annular rib portion 540 (Pig. 73). The

front portion 560 of the second connector portions 526 are stretched over the respective first

connector portion 524 to provide an interference fit. Also, the rib portion 540 is adapted to

engage within the recess 566 of the first connector portion 524 for coupling the first and

second connector portions 524, 526 with one another, as shown in Fig. 73. The second

connector portion 526 may rotate with respect to the first connector portion 524 for an

infinite amount of settings for alignment of the nozzles 550 with respect to the nasal passages

of the patient. The setting may be optionally locked by friction, for example. That is, the

rotatable coupling allows the frame 516 to be rotated with respect to the secortd connector
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portions 526 so as to adjust the position of the nozzles 550 with respect to the patient’s nose

in use.

[00293] The sec0nd connector portions 526 may be formed of silicone with a hardness of

about 50-60 Shore A hardness. This hardness facilitates assembly, swiveling movement, and

seal with the frame 516. However, the second connectOr portions 526 may be formed of any

other suitable material and may have any suitable hardness.

[00294] Each second connector portion 526 is also formed with a feature that allows

relative movement between the angle connector 542 and the frame 516 for different facial

widths. In the illustrated embodiment, the feature is a corrugation 533 in the second angIe

connector 542. This feature isolates the connection between the second connector portion

526 and the frame 516 to prevent detachment. This feature also allows the second connector

portions 526 to be flexible so as to dampen tube drag forces. Moreover, the second connector

portions 526 are flexible without obstructing airflow. However, the feature may have any

other suitable structure to provide flexibility.

[00295] In the illustrated embodiment, each of the second connector portions 526 is

provided with or connected to the angle connector 542 (see Pigs. 74-76) that connects with

the respective inlet conduit 574. The second connector portions 526 and the angle connectors

542 may be formed in an integral one piece unit. The rear portion 562 of each second

connector portion 526 includes an interlock in the form of an undercut 544 (Fig. 73) for

engagement with the angle connector 542. The angle connector 542 includes a conduit 545

with a shoulder portion 546 that engages the undercut 544 to secure the angle connector 542

to the second connector portion 526, as can be determined from Fig. 73, an exploded view

prior to connection.

[00296] The angle connector 542 includes elongated connectors 552 structured to engage

the resPective inlet conduit 574. In the illustrated embodiment. the elongated connectors 552

have a tapered configuration to facilitate connection. Also, the connectors 552 are arranged

to wedge the inlet conduit 574 therebetween to secure the inlet conduit 574 thereto. As

shown in Fig. 76. the conduit 545 and elongated connectors 552 of the angle connector 542

are angled about 80° frorn one another. However, the angle between the conduit 545 and

elongated connectors 552 may have any other suitable dimension.

[00297] Fig. 76A illustrates another embodiment of a mask assembly similar to that shown

in Fig. 60. Fig. 763 is an exploded view of the mask assembly in Fig. 76A. A yoke 580’ in

Figs. 76A and 7GB is somewhat different from the yoke 580 shown in Fig. 60 in that the yoke

580' in Figs. 76A and 76B has dimensions that are more streamlined, styled andfor optimized
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for use with the headgear straps. In addition, a second connector portion 526' and elbow

connector 542' in Fig. 76A are structured to facilitate alignment (or prevent misalignment)

therebetween. In particular, as best shown in Fig. 760, the second connector portion 526'

includes a tab 526a which is intended to be received within a key way or recess S42a of

elbow connector 542'. The elbow connector 542' also includes a ridge 5421) which receives a

tip portion of the tab 526A.

[00298] Returning to Fi g. 59, first ends of the pair of conduits 574 are connected to

respective angle connectors 542. Second ends of the pair of conduits 574 are connected to a

flow generator connector 584 coupled or provided to a swivel 590, which in turn is in

communication with a pressurized supply that supplies pressurized breathable gas. As

illustrated, the angle connectors 542 route the pair of inlet conduits 574 downwardly under

the chin of the patient.

[00299] As a result. pressurized gas can pass through the pair of inlet conduits 574, angle

connectors 542, second connector portions 526, frame 516 and nozzle assembly 518, and

through the nozzles 550 for breathing by the patient.

[00300] Figs. 77 and 78 illustrate the flow generator connector 584 structured to

interconnect the second ends of the pair of inlet conduits 574 with the swivel 590 which is in

communication with a pressurized supply. The flow generator connector 584 includes first

elongated connectors 586 structured to engage one of the inlet conduits 574 and second

elongated connectors 588 structured to engage the other of the inlet conduits 574. In the

illustrated embodiment. the first and second elongated connectors 586, 588 have a tapered

configuration, e.g., the mm are formed at an angle, to facilitate connection. Also, the first

and second elongated connectors 586, 588 are arranged to wedge the respective inlet conduit

574 therebetween to secure the respective inlet conduit 574 thereto, e.g., by friction.

Moreover, the flow generator connector 584 has a general Y—shape with the first elongated

connectors 586 angled with respect to the second elongated connectors 588. The Y-shape of

the flow generator connector 584 prevents incorrect assembly with the inlet conduits 574 and

assists in merging the air paths. As shown in Fig. 59, a swivel 590 may be attached to the

flow generator connector 584 to allow relative movement with respect to the pressurized

supply.

(00301] As shown in Fig. 79, each inlet conduit 574 includes a plurality of channels. In

the illustrated embodiment, each inlet conduit 574 is constructed with tubing that provides a

dual air flow channel to prevent or at least reduce kinking and crushing and facilitate

connection. However, the conduits 574, angle connectors 542, and connector 584 may be
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structured to provide one air flow channel or more than two air flow channels. The inlet

conduits 574 may be formed with silicone and have a hardness of about 50 shore A hardness.

However, the inlet conduits 574 may be formed of any other suitable material and have any

suitable hardness.

[00302] The inlet conduits 574 are structured to provide low impedance. In one

embodiment, the inlet conduits 574 provide impedance less than about 3 cmHgO, for a given

flow rate. Also, the inlet conduits 574 have a low profile. As shown in Fi g. 79, each inlet

conduit 574 has a width of about 20 mm and a height of about 9.5 mm. However, the inlet

conduits 574 may have any other suitable shape, size and structure. For example, the inlet

conduits 574 may have a substantially D-sh sped cross section. The width dimension of 20

m can be adjusted to change the impedance. For example, if the width is decreased while

the height and pressure remain constant, the impedance will be increased, as the cross-

sectional area decreases. Conversely, if the width is increased, keeping the height and

pressure constant, the impedance can be lowered. The result is that impedance can be

lowered without increasing the height, thereby maintaining a low profile of the inlet conduits

574, such that they are less obtrusive to the patient andlor do not uncomfortably dig into the

patient's face or skin. Other components of the air delivery path. e.g., the angle connectors

542, have been designed with a view towards decreasing impedance. By contrast, impedance

of an inlet conduit or angle connector with a round cross section can be similarly lowered by

increasing the diameter of the conduit, but the profile also increases with commensurate

discomfort to the patient since the conduit may assume a position further outward from the

patient's face, andlor the conduit may be pressed against the patient's face, which decreases

comfort and compliance.

[00303] The headgear assembly 520 is removably attached to second connector portions

526 and angle connectors 542 to retain the second connector portions 526 on the frame 516.

Also, the headgear assembly 520 is structured to transfer a tube pulling force to the headgear

assembly 520 or the frame 516, to thereby avoid or reduce the chances that the tube pulling

force is applied to the nozzle assembly, which may compromise the seal between the nozzles

and the patient‘s airways.

[00304] As shown in Figs. 59 and 60, the headgear assembly 520 includes two side

portions 592 with a rear portion 594 connecting the side portions 592. The side portions

include side straps and a headgear yoke 580 is attached to each side strap. The headgear yoke

530 acts as a stiffener to add rigidity to the headgear assembly 520. Figs. 59 and 60 show

slightly different yoke configurations. In Fig. 59, the yoke is shown as a member which
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covers at least a portion of flexible straps 598, 599, to add stiffness or rigidity thereto. In

Figure 60, the yoke 580 is a semi-rigid layer, such as plastic, which is provided to, e.g., sewn

onto, the headgear straps 598 andlor 599. The yoke in Fig. 60 may be more or less co-

extensive with the straps 598 andlor 599, depending on the desired stiffness. The yoke 580 in

Fig. 60 is also shown in Figs.80~82. The rear portion 594 includes upper straps 598 that pass

over the top of the patient’s head and rear straps 599 that pass around the rear portion of the

patient’s head. The upper straps 598 are structured to adjust the sealing force because they

pull the frame 516 up into the patient’s nose. The rear straps 599 are structured to adjust the

stability of the nasal assembly 510 because they pull the frame 516 back into the patient‘s

face on the top lip of the patient.

[00305] The upper straps 598 are coupled to one another by a headgear buckle 570. The

headgear buckle S70 is structured to allow symmetrical adjustment of the headgear assembly

520. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 83, the headgear buckle 570 includes a first locking

portion 571 and a second locking portion 572. The first locking portion 571 is adapted to be

removably and adjustably coupled with one of the upper straps 598 extending from one of the

headgear yokes 580 and the second locking portion 572 is adapted to be removably and

adjustably coupled with the other of the upper straps 598 extending from the other of the

headgear yokes 580. Each of the upper straps 598 may be wrapped around the cross—bar of

the associated locking portion 571, 572 of the buckle 570, as best shown in Fig. 59. A tab

576 is provided on each locking portion 571, 572 to facilitate the patient in adjusting

headgear tension. Also, the headgear buckle 570 includes a curved surface 578 that prevents

contact of the buckle 570 with the patient’s head. The rear straps 599 may be coupled to one

another by a buckle (as upper straps 598 are) or in any other suitable manner.

[00306] The headgear yokes 580 of the headgear assembly 520 include retaining members

581 engaged with respective second connector portions 526 so as to retain the second

connector portions 526 on the frame 516. In the illustrated embodiment, the retaining

members 581 are ring-shaped and enclose the respective second connector portions 526. As

shown in Fig. 73, the ring-shaped retaining members 581 have an annular protrusion that

engages within the annular groove 561 in a respective second connector portion 526 so as to

securely retain the second connector portions 526 on the frame 516.

[00307] Also, the pair of retaining members 581 are engaged with respective grooves 561

(Fig. 72) provided in second connector portions 526 so as to transfer the headgear force to the
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the patient’s head to allow symmetrical adjustment of the headgear assembly 520 and hence

adjust the headgear force applied to the frame 516.

[00308] The angle connectors 542 of the second connector portions 526 are releasably

interlockable with the headgear assembly 520. Specifically, the angle connectors 542 include

first locking members 554 (see Fig. 743) that are interlockable with second locking members

556 (see Fig. 80) provided on the headgear yoke 580 of the headgear assembly 520. In the

illustrated embodiment, the first locking members 554 are hook-shaped members that

interlock with a cross—bar provided by the second locking members 556, as shown in Figs. 81

and 82. The locking members are tapered and designed to keep a low profile.

[00309] Fig. 84 and 85 illustrate the nasal assembly 510 engaged with nasal passages of a

wearer’s nose. As shown in Fig. 84, the nasal assembly 510 is structured such that the angle

connectors are angled about 10° below the horizontal so that the nasal assembly 510 avoids

contact with the patient’s cheekbone. Also, Fig. 84 shows that the clip 530 which holds the

split ends of the nozzle assembly is angled upwardly and outwardly away from the lips of the

patient, to prevent inadvertent contact with the patient. The angle may be in the range of 10-

90 degrees, and preferably 20-60 degrees or about 30 degrees. As shown in Fig. 85, the

second connector portions 526 are angled about 55° from the frame 516. The corrugation

538 (Fig. 73) may be provided to flex (inward and outward) so as to accommodate patients

with faces varying in width. However, the angles noted above are only exemplary and the

nasal assembly 510 may be structured to provide any suitable angle with the patient’s face.

[00310] Similar to the nasal assemblies described abOve, the inflation of the gusset or base

portion 548 along with the headgear tension provides an effective sealing force against the

nasal passages of the patient. Also, the springiness of the nozzles 550 provides an additional

sealing force.

SIXTH ILLUSTRATED ENIBODIMENT

[00311] Figs. 86-88 show another embodiment of a nasal assembly 10 structured to deliver

breathable gas to the nasal passages 12 of the patient’s nose 14 (see Figs 97A and 97B). The

nasal assembly 10 includes a flexible cunduit 16, a gusset portion 18, a pair of nozzles 20, 22,

and a headgear connector 25. The flexible conduit 16 has a portion adapted to receive a

supply of pressurized breathable gas and a patient side 24. The gusset portion 18 has a first

side 26 (see Fig. 89) attached to the patient side 24 of the flexible conduit 16 and a second
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of the gusset portion 18 and a second portion 32 structured to sealingly engage with nasal

passages 12 of the patient’s nose 14 in use and provide a seal between the nasal assembly 10

and the patient’s nasal passages 12 (see Fig. 90). The headgear connector 25 attaches the

flexible conduit 16 to a headgear assembly positioned on the patient’s head. The gusset

portion 18 is structured such that it can expand and contract to alter a distance between the

conduit 16 and the pair of nozzles 20, 22, as will be further discussed below. .

[00312] Alternatively, the gusset portion can be eliminated in favor of a more rigid

construction that does not allow significant, if an y, expansion or contraction. Instead, as

described above in relation to the other main illustrated embodiments, the nozzles may be

structured to engage that patient‘s nares with some degree of pretension (before the mask is in

use, e.g., pressurized), which pretension can be achieved by compressing the nozzles in an

axial or longitudinal sense.

[00313] In the illustrated embodiment, the flexible conduit 16 includes a central conduit

34, a pair of inlet conduits 36, 38 connected to the central conduit 34 by respective inlet

connectors 40, 42, and a Y-shaped inlet connector 44 that interconnects the inlet conduits 36,

38. The Y-shaped inlet connector 44 is structured to be connected to a conduit that is

connected to a pressurized supply. The pressurized supply supplies pressurized breathable

gas through the inlet conduits 36, 38 and central conduit 34, into the gusset portion 18, and

into the nozzles 20, 22 for breathing by the patient.

[00314] As shown in Fig. 89, the central conduit 34 includes an upper portion 46 and a

lower portion 48 that are coupled to one another. Each of the upper and lower portions 46, 48

includes an arc uate transverse cross-section such that the upper and lower portions 46, 48

form a conduit when coupled together at respective edges. In the illustrated embodiment, the

upper and lower portions 46, 48 are rigidly coupled to one another by an adhesive, such as

glue, for example. However, the upper and lower portions 46, 48 may be rigidly coupled to

one another by any other suitable means, such as fasteners. Alternatively, the upper and

lower portions 46, 48 may be removably coupled to one another, or they may be formed in a

single unitary piece.

[00315] As shown in Figs. 86, 88, 90 and 92-95, the upper and lower portions 46,48 have

a generally C-shape when viewed from above. Specifically, each of the upper and lower
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[00316] The curved end sections 52, 54 each include a groove 56, as shown in Fig. 94 for

example. When the upper and lower portions 46, 48 are coupled to one another, the grooves

56 retain re5pective inlet connectors 40, 42, as will be further discussed. At least one of the

upper and lower portions 46, 48 includes an anti -crush rib 58 that prevents the central conduit

34 from deformation that can prevent the flow of air therethrough. In Fig. 89, the groove 56

is provided on opposing ends thereof.

[00317] As shown in Fig. 89, the upper portion 46 of the central conduit 34 includes an

opening 60. The gusset portion 18, which is in the form of an expandable and contractible

pillow, includes a first side or sidewall 26 and a second side or sidewall 28 that define a space

therebetween. The first sidewall 26 is attached to the upper portion 46. The first sidewall 26

includes an inlet opening that is communicated with the opening 60 in the upper portion 46.

The second sidewall 28 has a pair of outlet openings. The connection between the gusset

portion 18 and the upper portion 46 of the central conduit 34 is a flexible connection that

allows relative movement between the gusset portion 13 and the central conduit 34, for

increased comfort and accommodation of variations in patient facial features.

[00318] In the illustrated embodiment, the gusset portion 18 has a generally rectangular

shape. However, the gusset portion 18 may have a generally circular or round cross-section,

or any other suitable shape, including shapes to avoid sensitive regions of the patient’s face,

e.g. notched gusset shape to prevent contact with the patient’s septum.

[00319] The pair of nozzles 20, 22 each has a first portion 30 attached the second simwall

28 of the gusset portion 18 in communication with a respective outlet opening of the gusset

portion 18. The second portion 32 of each of the nozzles 20, 22 is structured to sealingly

engage with nasal passages 12 of the patient’s nose 14 in use and provide a seal between the

nasal assembly 10 and the patient’s nasal passages 12. In the illustrated embodiment, the

nozzles 20, 22 are in the form of nasal pillows wherein the second portion 32 is contoured

(e.g., tapered, cone—shaped, truncated hollow cone, etc.) with a portion that seals on the

underside of the nostrils and another portion that enters into the nasal passage of the patient’s

nose in use. However, the nozzles 20, 22 may be in the form of nasal prongs, cannula, or

nasal puffs, for example, and may sealingly engage with the nasal passages in any suitable

manner. For example, the nozzles 20, 22 may seal within the nasal passages, against the

nasal passages, around the nasal passages, or combinations thereof. The nozzles 20, 22 may

include a corrugated or flexible portion that allows the nozzles 20, 22 to move relative to the
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[00320] In one embodiment, the nasal assembly uses patient-customized nozzles which

may be removably mounted to the gusset portion. In a preferred form, the nozzles are

constructed from a substantially flexible polymer material, such as a silicone elastomer. A

unique nozzle can be made to match each patient’s nose by first scanning their nose, either in

situ or remotely, and then using the data for manufacture of the interface, for example, a mold

maker. Scanning can be done using either non-contact or contact methods. Non-contact, for

example photographically, or by physical contact with a probe or by collecting an impression

of the inside of the nares or the desired contact interface. Once a pair of suitable nozzles are

made, they are sent to the customer to be fitted to a patient. Advantages of the preformed or \

customized shape is that cross-sectional area may be maximized to reduce flow impedance.

[00321] Also, the use of preformed shapes improves comfort and increased stiffness

materials such as semi—rigid plastics may be used that have greater resistance to distorting,

thus minimizing nozzle distortion of the patient nares. Further, rigid plastics may be used

that allows thin wall sections and allows flexibility of the nozzle due to its connection to the

gusset portion, e.g., the gusset portion is soft and compliant.

[00322] In the illustrated embodiment, the upper portion 46 of the central conduit 34 is

molded in one piece with the gusset portion 18 and nozzles or nasal pillows 20, 22 frOm

deformable and inflatable materials. The central conduit 34, nasal pillows 20, 22, and gusset

portion 18 may be constructed from a soft, flexible skin-compatible material such as silicone.

The central conduit 34, nasal pillows 20, 22, and gusset portion 18 may be formed, for

example, in an injection molding process as is known in the art.

[00323] Howeyer, the central conduit 34, nasal pillows 20, 22, and gusset portion 18 may

be formed with any suitable material and may be formed by any suitable process. For

example, the central conduit 34, gusset portion 18, and nasal pillows 20, 22 may be formed

separately and permanently attached to one another with an adhesive, welding, andIOr

mechanical fasteners, for example. Alternatively, the central conduit 34, gusset portion 18,

and nasal pillows 20, 22 may be formed separately and removably attached to one another.

[00324] The lower portion 48 of the central conduit 34 includes an exhaust vent 62 and a

pair of tapered or barbed protrusions 64 structured to retain the headgear connector 25 to the

central conduit 34. The exhaust vent 62 is aligned with the opening 60 in the upper portion

46. The exhaust vent 62 protrudes slightly outwardly from the central conduit 34 and

includes a series of openings 66 for C02 washout.

[00325] As shown in Fig. 89, the headgear c0nnector 25 is in the form of an elongated
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lower portion 48 therethrough and a central opening 70 adapted to receive the exhaust vent

62 therethrough. Specifically, the openings 68 press over the tapered or barbed protrusions

64 to retain and locate the headgear connector 25 to the central conduit 34.

[00326] Further, the headgear connector 25 includes connection structures 72 on free ends

thereof for connection to a headgear assembly (not shown). The headgear assembly can be

removably connected to the connection structures 72 to maintain the nasal assembly 10 in a

desired position on the patient‘s face. For example, the headgear assembly may include

straps removabl-y connected to respective connection structures 72.

[00327] As shown in Fig. 91, the connection structures 72 may have rounded edges.

Moreover, the openings 68, 70 may have any suitable shape (e.g. oval, circular, rectangular,

etc). For example, Fig. 9] illustrates openings 68, 70 with a generally oval shape and Fig. 89

illustrates openings 63 with a generally circular shape and opening 70 with a generally

rectangular shape.

[00328] The headgear connector 25 is constructed of a deformable and resilient material so

that it can deform in at least one bending plane, e.g., around. the face of the patient in use.

For example, the headgear connector 25 may be constructed of polypropylene or any other

suitable polymer. Also, the headgear c0nnector 25 may be constructed of a natural or

synthetic fabric material, or a combination of materials such as a laminate combination. The

headgear connector 25 is deformable such that it can conform to the contour of the patient‘s

face when the nasal assembly 10 is mounted to the patient’s head. Further, the headgear

connector 25 bears the tension applied by the headgear assembly which prevents any tension

from pulling on, and subsequently distorting, the flexible central conduit 16.

[00329] However, the headgear connector 25 may have any suitable structure for

connection to a headgear assembly. For example, the headgear connector 25 may be the

protrusions 64 provided on the central conduit 34 and the headgear assembly may attach

directly to the protrusions 64. Alternatively, the headgear connector may be in the form of a

locking clip receiver assembly structured to connect to a respective locking clip provided on

the headgear assembly. Details of a locking clip receiver assembly and locking clips are

provided in US. Provisional Applications of Moore et 3]., Serial Nos. 60377354,

60!397,195, and 601402509, all of which are hereby incorporated into the present application

by reference in their entireties.

[00330] The central conduit 34 is connected to the pair of inlet conduits 36, 38 by inlet

connectors 40, 42. As shown in Fig. 97, each inlet connector 40, 42 includes a first conduit
run-HA“ ’1/1 I-Illnl- 'Ipu-nnnlnnr int-n n nnh- A; «manna-l nnnrlin'l- nAv‘f:/\I‘IP 7A The. Fire!- nnnrlnn'l ant-Han
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74 includes a radially expanded flange 78 that is received within a respective groove 56

provided by the central conduit 34 on opposing end sections 52, 54 thereof. Thus. a first inlet

connector 40 is retained to one end section 52 of the central conduit 34 and a second inlet

connector 42 is retained to the opposite end section 54 of the central conduit 34.

[00331] The inlet conduits 36, 38 each may have a first end connected to respective inlet

connectors 40, 42 and a second end connected to the Y-shaped inlet connector 44. As shown

in Fig. 96, each of the inlet conduits 36, 38 include first and second passageways 80, 82. The

pair of second conduit portions 76 of the inlet connector 40, 42 are inserted through the first

and second passageways 80, 82 of the first end of the inlet conduit 36, 38 to couple the inlet

connectors 40, 42 with respective first ends of the inlet conduits 36, 38. The inlet connectors

40, 42 and inlet conduits 36, 38 may retained with a friction-type fit, mechanical fasteners,

adhesive. co-molded, insert-molded, or any other suitable means.

[00332] As shown in Fig. 96A, the Y—shaped connector 44 includes a first connector 84

that is connected with the second end of one of the inlet conduits 36, a second connector 86

that is connected with the second end of other of the inlet conduits 38, and a third connector

88 that is connected to a prossurized supply for delivering pressurized gas to the nasal

assembly 10. Each of the first and second connectors 84, 86 includes a pair of conduit

portions 90 that are inserted through the first and second passageways 80, 82 of the inlet

conduit 36, 38 to couple the Y-shaped connector 44 with respective inlet conduits 36. 38.

The third connector 88 may include a swivel mechanism to allow relative movement between

the Y—shaped connector 44 and the delivery conduit connected to the pressurized supply. The

Y-shaped connector 44 and inlet conduits 36, 38 may retained with a friction-type fit,

mechanical fasteners, adhesive, welding, insert molding or any other suitable means.

[003333 As shown in Fig. 98, the central conduit 34 and inlet conduits 36, 38 may be

formed of crush-resistant, anti—crush, or anti-kinking tubing such as that disclosed in US.

Patent No. 6,044,844, the entirety of which is incorporated herein by reference.

[00334] Pressurized gas enters through connector 88 of the Y~shaped connector 44 and

proceeds through the first and second inlet conduits 36, 38 into both end sections of the

central conduit 34. Air passes though the central conduit 34, into the gusset portion 18 and

nasal pillows 20, 22, and into the nasal passages 12 of the patient. Exhaust gases from the

patient’s nose can exit through the exhaust vent 62 provided in the central conduit 34.

[00335] As best shown in Figs. 86 and 89, the gusset portion 18 extends outwardly from

the central conduit 34 to provide additional surface area or footprint area. As air under

pressure enters the central conduit 34, both the central conduit 34 and gusset portion 18
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inflate, which moves the nasal pillows 20, 22 into sealing engagement with the nasal passages

12 of the patient. However, the central conduit 34 may not be inflatable along with the gusset

portion 18. That is, the gusset portion 18 is structured such that it can expand and contract to

alter a distance between the central conduit 34 and the nasal pillows 20, 22. The gusset

portion 18 moves the nasal pillows 20, 22 between a first position (as shown in Pig. 97A) in

which the nasal pillows 20, 22 are adjacent to the nasal passages 12 of the patient and a

second position (as shown in Fig. 97B) in which the nasal pillows 20, 22 are moved into

sealing engagement with the nasal passages 12 of the patient. Specifically, the gusset portion

18 is uninflated or generally flat when not pressurized by a gas. However, the gusset portion

18 may not have a generally flat structure when uninflated. [n the uninflated condition, the

nasal pillows 20, 22 are spaced from the nasal passages 12 of the patient or in light contact

therewith. When the nasal assembly 10 is pressurized by a gas, the gusset portion 18 is

inflated and moves the nasal pillows 20, 22 into sealing engagement with the nasal passages

12 of the patient to form a seal between the nasal assembly 10 and the patient’s nasal

passages 12. As the gas pressure is increased, the force applied to the underside of the nasal

passages 12 is increased through the gusset portion 18.

[00336] The gusset portion 18 provides additional Surface area or footprint area to the

central conduit 34, which in turn provides an additional force on the nasal pillows 20, 22

which increases the sealing efficiency of the nasal pillows 20, 22. That is, the gusset portion

18 is configured and positioned to force the nasal pillows 20, 22 into contact with the

patient’s nose. The force or pressure on the patient’s nose is proportional to the pressure in

the central conduit 34 and the additional surface area of the gusset portion 18. Thus, the

surface area of the gusset portion 18 may be varied, e.g., to vary the force or pressure applied

to the patient‘s nose.

[00337] The gusset portion 18 reduces the headgear assembly tensiOn required to achieve a

suitable seal. That is, the pressure applied to the patient’s nose is provided by the gusset

portion 18 and not relied on by the tension frOm the headgear assembly. This improves

patient comfort as well as sealing properties.

[00338] Accordingly, it is desirable when adjusting the headgear assembly to bring the

nasal pillows 20, 22 only near or in very light contact with the patient’s nose. In this way, the

gusset portion 18 is not compressed substantially.

[00339] The gusset portion 18 may include a connecting wall between the side walls 26,

28 thereof. The connecting wall may act as a spring structure to provide a component of

force on the patient’s face through the nasal pillows 20, 22. The force may be tailored by
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adjusting a thickness of the connecting wall. Moreover, the thickness of the connecting walk

may be varied in conjunction with the surface area provided by the gusset portion 18.

[00340] The gusset portion 18 also provides a decoupling joint between the central conduit

34 and the nasal pillows 20, 22, thus allowing some relative movement between the nasal

assembly 10 and the user’s face. As a result, the nasal pillows 20, 22 can accommodate small

variations in the shape of the patient’s nasal features without undue force, and can account for

small movement of the nasal assembly 10 relative to the patient’s nose during use. while

maintaining an effective seal.

[00341] Also, the gusset portion 18 need not be a single gusset form discussed above. but

can have alternative configurations. For example, the gusset portion 18 may be in the form of

a two or more gusset portions provided in series.

[00342] Figs. 98-106 illustrate another embodiment of a nasal assembly, indicated as 210.

As best shown in Figs. 98-100, the nasal assembly 210 includes a central conduit 234, a pair

of inlet conduits 236, 238 connected to the central conduit 234 (e.g., by an adhesive), and an

inlet connector 244 that interconnects the inlet conduits 236, 238. The inlet connector 244 is

structured to be connected to a conduit that is connected to a pressurized supply. The inlet

connector 244 may be axially swivelable to maximize stability by reducing kinking of the

conduits. .

[00343] A gusset portion 218 is provided that includes first and second side walls 226, 223

that define a space therebetween. The first side wall 226 includes an inlet opening that is

communicated with an opening in the central conduit 234. The second side wall 228 has a

pair of outlet Openings. In the illustrated embodiment, the gusset portion 218 has a general

bow-tie shape. However, the gusset portion 218 may have any other suitable shape.

[00344] A pair of nozzles 220, 222 in the form of nasal pillows are provided. Each nasal

pillow 220, 222 has a first portion 230 attached the second side wall 228 of the gusset portion

218 in connnunication with a respective outlet opening of the gusset portion 218. The second

portion 232 of each of the nasal pillows 220, 222 is structured to sealingly engage with the

nasal passages 12 of the patient’s nose 14 in use and provide a seal between the nasal

assembly 210 and the patient’s nasal passages 12.

[00345] In the illustrated embodiment, the central conduit 234, inlet conduits 236, 233,

gusset portion 218, and nasal pillows 220, 222 are constructed from flexible materials, such

as silicone, and attached to one another with an adhesive. However, the central conduit 234,

inlet conduits 236, 238, gusset portion 218, and nasal pillows 220, 222 may be molded in one

piece. or formed with any other suitable material in any suitable process.
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[00346] The central conduit 234 includes exhaust vents 262 (Figs. 100 and 101) that

protrude slightly outwardly therefrom for CO; washout. Also, a headgear connector 225 in

the form of a pair of clips 272, are attached to the conduits 234, 236, 238 (e.g., by an

adhesive) for connection to a headgear assembly 206. The headgear assembly 206 includes

straps 207 removably connected to respective clips 272 by a hook and loop fastener, for

example. As shown in Figs. 101 and 102, the straps 207 pass over the ears of the patient and

engage a head cloth 203 that sits on the upper portion of the patient’s head to cup the

occipital portion of the patient’s head. However, the headgear assembly 206 may have any

suitable structure for maintaining the nasal assembly 210 on the patient’s head.

[00347] Figs. 103-106 illustrate the nasal assembly 210 engaged with outer edges of the

nasal passages 12 of the patient’s nose 14. Similar to the nasal assembly 10 described above,

as air enters the central conduit 234, both the central conduit 234 and gusset portion 218

inflate, which moves the nasal pillows 220, 222 into sealing engagement with the nasal

passages 12 of the patient. However, the central conduit 234 may not be inflatable along with

the gusset portion 218. That is, the gusset portion 213 moves the nasal pillows 220, 222

between a first position in which the nasal piliows 220, 222 are adjacent to the nasal passages

12 of the patient and a second position in which the nasal pillows 220, 222 are moved into

sealing engagement with the nasal passages 12 of the patient.

[00348] In the embodiments of nasal assemblies 10, 210, the inlet conduits 36, 33, 236,

238 extend downwardly from the nasal pillows 20, 22, 220, 222 away from the patient’s

head. However, as showu in Fig. 107, the nasal assembly, indicated as 310, may be an over-

the-head type assembly in which the inlet conduit(s) 336 extends upwardly from the nasai

pillows 320, 322 over the head of the patient.

[00349] Fig. 107-1 illustrates an embodiment like that shown in Fig. 107, but which

includes an adjustable forehead support 411. The forehead support 411 includes a first

portion .413 provided to a tube support 415. Connection between the first portion 413 and the

tube support 415 allows adjustment of a second portion 417 of the forehead support 411

relative to the patient's forehead, to achieve the best possible fit. The second portion 417

includes a bridge 419 to support one or more forehead cushions or pads 421, as described in

US. Patent No. 6,119,693 or in U.S. Patent Application No. 101655.595 (each incorporated

herein by reference in its entirety) and headgear connector portions 423 for releasable

connector to headgear straps 425. The headgear connector portions may take the form of

those shown in US. Patent No. 6,374,826, incorporated herein by reference in its entirety, or

in U.S. Provisional application No. 60/467,570. incorporated herein by reference in its
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entirety. The bridge 419 may include a central portion 427 structured to accommodate, guide

andfor hold an upper portion of air delivery tube as it is guided over the head of the patient.

Adjustment may be achieved via bending, flexing andlor pivoting of the first portion 413

relative to the support 415. For example, support 415 may include a pivot pin 429 which is

introduced into an aperture on the first portion 413. Support 415 and first portion 413 may

include a plurality of locking members 431 (e.g., protrusions and recesses), to allow locking

of the forehead support 411 in a number (e.g., 3-5, preferably 4) of predetermined positious.

E00350] Figs. RNA-3.070 illustrate yet another alternative embodiment of the present

invention. Fig. 107A is a perspective View of a mask assembly 650, while Fig. [07B is a side

view of the mask assembly shown in Fig. 107A. The mask assembly 650 includes a headgear

assembly 652 and a nasal cushion assembly 654. The headgear assembly includes a coronal

strap 654 and an occipital strap 656.

[00351] A flexible tube 658 includes a first end 660 which may include a swivel

connector. The tube 658 is provided with a suitable source of pressurized gas. The tube

includes a second end 662 which is provided to the cushion assembly 654. The tube 658 is

supported by a support frame 664. The support frame includes a lower portion 666 which

supports a cushion 668,01” the cushion assembly 654. The support frame also includes a

central portion 670 and an upper portion 672. The upper portion 672 may include flexible

arms separated by a gap. The arms may be resiliently deformed to allow insertion and

removal of the tube between the two arms. The support frame 664 may include lateral

support arms 674 which are configured to rest against the patient's forehead in use. Each

lateral support am] 674 includes first and second connector slots 676 and 678 which provide

a connection point for coronal strap 654 and occipital strap 656, respectively.

[00352] Fig. 1078 is a side view of the mask assembly. Fig. 107C is an enlarged side

view of a portion of the assembly 650 shown in Figs. 107A and 1073. The lower portion 666

of the support frame 664 is adapted to support the cushion 668 as shown therein. The

cushion 668 includes a pair of nozzles 680 (one shown) which are formed in an integral piece

with a plenum chamber 682.

[00353] Figs. 107D and 107E illustrate yet another embodiment of the present invention.

A mask assembly 690 includes a headgear assembly 692 which includes an occipital strap

694, a coronal strap 696 and depending arm straps 698 each of which extends from a junction

between the occipital and coronal straps 694 and 696 and forwardly of the ear along the user's

face. The top portion of the coronal strap 696 may include a suitable connector 700 such as

the flexible arms shown in Fig. 107A. Alternatively, the connector 700 may take the form of
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a VELCRO® loop which helps to fasten a tube 702. The tube 702 includes a first end 704

which may be provided with a swivel connector which in turn is connected to a suitable

source of pressurized gas via an air delivery tube. The tube 702 is routed over the top of the

forehead and is generally aligned with but spaced from the nose and bridge of the patient. A

support frame 708 includes an upper portion 710 which helps to maintain the tube 702 in the

desired position. The upper portion 710 may include flexible arms, like the upper portion

672 in Fig. 107A.

[00354] The support 708 may include a pair of lateral arms 714, best illustrated in the side

view of Fig. 107E. Each lateral support arm 714 includes a connector slot 715 which is

adapted to receive an end of the depending arm strap 698.

[003551 Fig. 107E illustrates an alternative embodiment of a mask assembly 720 including

a headgear assembly 722 having the configuration generally corresponding to that of the

letter "X", including a first cross strap 724 and a second cross strap 726. The first and second

cross strap 724 and 726 meet at a junction or intersection 728. The forward end of second

cross strap 726 is provided with a connector element 730, which may take the form of a

VELCRO® loop. The connector element 730 may be adapted to support andfor hold a

transitional tubing piece which includes a first end for connecting with relatively large bore

tubing 732 and a second end for accommodating relatively small bore tubing 734. A support

frame 736 is provided to support the tube 734 and a cushion 738 in the position shown in Fig.

107F.

[00356] Fig. 107G illustrates a mask assembly 750 according to yet another embodiment

of the present invention. The mask assembly 750 includes a headgear assembly 752

including a rear strap 754 and a forehead strap 756. A depending arm strap 758 extends from

a junction between the rear strap 754 and the forehead strap 756. One or more of the straps

may include a yoke member 759 which helps to reinforce and maintain the position of the

straps relative to one another. As shown in Fig. 107G, the mask assembly 750 includes a

tube 760 including a first end 762 that may include a swivel connector, which can be

connected to an air delivery tube 764. which is in turn provided to a source of pressurized air.

[00357] As shown in Fig. 1071-1, each strap 758 includes a first connector portion 766

having one or more arms 767 which can be resiliently flexed toward one another to insert and

remove the connector portion 766 from a suitable recess in frame 768. The frame 768 is

provided with a connector portion 770 which receives andfor connects to the tube 760. As

shown in Fig. 1071-1, only a portion of one of the nozzles 772 is visible.
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[00359] Fig. 1071 illustrates another embodiment of the present invention. A mask

assembly 780 includes a headgear assembly 782 including a rear strap 784 and a forward

strap 786. A tube 788 is connected to a junction connector 790 which in turn is connected to

one or more soft flexible tubes 792 that follow and/or are connected to rear strap 784 on each

side of the user's head. The headgear assembly 782 may include depending arm straps 783

that are positioned forward of the ear and along the check of the user. Each tube 792 may be

suitably attached to the depending arm strap 783. Each tube 792 is suitably connected to a

cushion assembly 794.

[00360] Fig. 107] illustrates still another embodiment of the present invention. A mask

assembly 800 may include a headgear assembly, only a portion of which is shown in the

drawing. The headgear assembly may include depending arm straps 802 which support

lateral support arms 804 which are connected or provided to a cushion assembly 812. Each

depending arm strap 802 may also support an interchange 806, which may take the form of a

U—shape coupling member having a first end connected to an air delivery tube 808 and a

second end connected to tube 810 which is connected to the cushion assembly 812.

[00361] Figs. 107K and 1071. illustrate yet another embodiment of the present invention.

As shown in Fig. 107K, a cushion assembly includes a frame 820, a plenum or bellows

chamber 824 and a pair of nozzles 826 mounted on the plenum chamber 824. The cushion

assembly may be supported by one or more lateral support arms 822, as shown in Fig. 107K.

Alternatively, the cushion assembly can be supported by a support frame as shown, for

example, in Fig. 107A. As shown in Fig. 107K, the nozzle 826 has a relatively low profile

because it is engaged with a patient's nares. However, as shown in Fig. lO7L. the nozzle 826

may extend from the low profile position shown in Fig. 107K to the higher profile position

shown in Fig. 107L, by virtue of its resiliency.

[00362] Figs. lO7M-107Q illustrate cross-sections of various nozzles 832, 834, 836, 840

and 844 according to the present invention. As shown in Fig. 1070, the nozzle may include a

ledge 838 which is intended to rest on the nostril edge while the middle portion 339 is

received by the nare. As showri in Fig. 107P, the nozzle 840 includes a cutaway 842 which

may be advantageous to avoid or reduce the chances of rubbing on the center of the nose. As

seen in Fig. 107Q, the nozzle 844 may include a protrusion 846 to deflect air away from

nostril walls. Fig. 107R shows the position of the protrusions 846 on the nozzles in

perSpective view.
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SEVENTH ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENT

[00363] Figs. 108-113 illustrate yet another preferred embodiment of the present

invention. As shown in Fig. 108, a mask assembly 600 includes headgear 602 and a cushion

assembly 604, each of which is substantially similar to the headgear and cushion assembly

shown, e. g, in Figs. 60 and 61, respectively. In the embodiment of Fig. 108, one end of the

cushion assembly 604 is provided with a plug 622 and the other end is provided with a swivel

elbow 612. The positions of the swivel elbow 612 and the plug 622 may be interchanged,

according to preference, e.g., the typical sleeping position of the patient. An air delivery tube

606 is joined to the swivel elbow 612. The air delivery tube 606 may include a swivel

connector 607 and includes an end 609 which also may be provided with a swivel connector.

The end 609 is provided with a source of pressurized gas.

{00364} As shown in Fig. 108, the elbow 612 is angled about 120‘ from the cushion

assembly 604. This helps to keep the tube out of line of sight, to minimize pressure drop and

to maintain the flexion point of tube as close to the face as possible. However, the elbow

may have a typical 90° bend as shown, eg, in Figs. 109 and 110.

[00365] Fig. 109 is a schematic perspective view of the mask assembly 600 shown in Fig.

108, but only yokes 608 of headgear 602 are shown without straps. As with the fifth main

illustrated embodiment, the yoke 608 may include a yoke ring 610. As shown in Fi g. 109,

the cushion assembly may be adjustably rotated with respect to headgear, to a position which

best fits the patient. In Fig. 109, the ring 610 of the yoke 608 of the headgear includes an

alignment marker 61 la and the cushion includes a plurality of alignment markers 611D that

can be selectively aligned with marker 611a.

[00366] Fig. 110 is a cross-sectional view of a portion of the cushion assembly 604. In

particular, the cushion assembly 604 includes a frame 616 which supports a cushion 617.

The frame 616 includes a first connector portion 618 provided to each end of the frame 616

and/or cushion 617. Each first connector portion 618 is provided with a seal ring 614. As

seen in Fig. 110, the left hand side of the mask assembly includes the plug 622 while the right

hand side of the mask assembly includes the swivel elbow 612, Le, the reverse arrangement

view shown in Figs. 108 and 109.

[00367] Fig. 110 shows that the cushion 617' includes a plurality of vent apertures 619,

each of which is designed to reduce noise. Cross-sections of two possible aperture profiles

are shown in Figs. 110—1 and 110-2. In Fig. 110—2, the end 6173 displaces any potential noise

creating flash (i .e., a molding seam) out of main air path through here of vent. Stated
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differently, the molding seam is moved from a position from where it could potentially create

noise, to a position where it is less likely to create noise.

[00368] Fig. 110A is a partial cross-sectional view showing the interaction between the

seal ring 614. first connector portion 618 and the plug 622, In particular, the seal ring 614

may be provided with first and second protrusions 624, 626, respectively. The first

protrusion 624 may interact with a groove 618a provided in the first connector portion 618,

for sealing andfor locking purposes. The second protrusion 626 may interact with a groove

628 provided in the plug 622, the sealing andfor locking purposes. As shown in Fig. 110A,

each seal ring 614 includes a groove 630 to receive a respective one of the rings 610 of the

yoke 608. In Fig. 110A, the yoke 608 is not shown.

[00369] Fig. 110B is an enlarged partial cross-sectional view of the mask assembly 600 on

the right hand side of Fig. 110. A first end 612a of the swivel elbow 612 is inserted in and

received within the first connector portion 618. The first end 612a may include an enlarged

head portion which prevents inadvertent dislodgment of the swivel elbow 612 from the

assembly. The front end 612a may include at least one slot 613 to allow the enlarged head

portion to reduce its diameter upon insertion by resiliently flexing. Preferably, there are a

plurality of such slots, e.g., four slots. The seal ring 614 may include first and second

protrusions 634, 626, as described above. In this case, the second protrusion 626 may

interact by friction with the outer circumference of the swivel elbow 612, and provide a seal.

Moreover, the swivel elbow 612 may be provided with a groove or other structure to receive

the second protrusion 626-

[00370] Fig. 1103 also schematically shows that the swivel elbow 612 and the seal ring

614 may include a swivel stop 631. For example, the swivel stop 631 may be formed as part

of the yoke 608.

[00371] Alternatively or in addition, as shown in Fig. 111, the swivel elbow 612 may be

provided with a ring 633 including a protrusion 634. The seal ring 614 may be modified to

include swivel stops 632. Accordingly, the protrusion 634 may rotate along with swivel

elbow 612 until the protrusion 634 abuts against the swivel stop 632. Therefore, movement

of the air delivery tube 606 can be confined with a predetermined range of movement, e.g.,

about 220°—300°, and preferably 250°~270°, thus minimizing or avoiding undesirable contact

between the air delivery tube and the patient.

[00372] Fig. 112 is a partial cross-sectional view of the assembly of the frame, first

connector portion 618, yoke 608, seal ring 614 and plug 622. Fig. 112 shows the plug 622 to

be inserted in the right hand side of the cushion assembly 604, as shown in Fig. 108.
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[00373] Fig. 113 shows an alternative embodiment of the invention in which the plug and

seal ring are formed of a single integral piece. As shown in Fig. 113, the seal ring 636

includes a flange portion 638 which generally follows along a contour of the yoke 608. This

is best shown in the cross-sectional view of Fig. 110 where the seal ring 614 and the yoke

608 are positioned closely adjacent one another.

[00374] The seventh main illustrated embodiment may provide for improved decoupling

of the air delivery tube 606 and/or swivel elbow 612 from the cushion assembly 604. In

addition, this embodiment provides a choice of tube routing, which can be either up or down

or on the left or right hand sides of the cushion assembly 604. As such, this embodiment may

be perceived as less obtrusive and is significantly lighter. It also includes less parts than

previous embodiments and can be easier to manufacture, assemble and clean.

[00375] The swivel elbow 612 may be provided with a quick release mechanism (not

shown). The swivel elbow 612, as shown in Fig. 110B, is able to fit and snap into the mask

frame 616. This construction allows free swiveling within the frame 616, between a range of

defined angles, thereby ensuring that the tube does not get into an uncomfortable position

with respect to the head and pillow.

{00376} The seal ring 614 is structured such that it cooperates with the geometry of the

elbow swivel 612. In addition, the seal ring 614 may be connected to the ring 610 of the

yoke 608. The seal ring 614 may be permanently connected to the ring 610. e.g., via co—

molding. For example, the swivel stop 631 in Fig. 1103 may be formed as part of the ring

610. The first connector portion 618 on each side of the frame 616 may be rotated with

respect to the seal ring 614, to thereby position the cushion assembly 604 accordingly. The

seal ring 614 seals the swivel elbow 612 preferably with minimum friction. Each seal ring

614 may accommodate either the plug 622 or the swivel elbow 612. The seal ring 614 is

large enough for patients to handle, especially patients with reduced manual dexterity.

£00377] The plug 622 may be press fit into the seal ring 614. The plug 622 can also be

designed to be press fit into the frame. The plug 622 may be made from hard polymer, for

example, polypropylene. A recess (not shown) may be provided to remove the plug 622.

The plug functions to seal the frame and cushion assembly on the side opposing the air

delivery tube. The plug 622 is large enough for patients to handle, even with reduced manual

dexterity.

[00378] The tubing 606 may be permanently attached to the end of the swivel elbow 612.

However, a push-on friction connection may also be suitable. The tube length may be
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between 200mm and 400mm, preferably 250 and 350 mm, for example, or any other length

which will not interfere with the patient's face.

[00379] As shown in Figs. 110B and l l 1, respectively, the yokes 608 and seal ring 614

may be provided with structure to limit the angular or rotational movement of the swivel

elbow 612 with respect to the first connector portion 613. Further, the headgear and/or yoke

may be provided with a tube retention feature to control the tube position. For example,

simple VELCRO® straps may be provided along some portion of the headgear to restrain

movement of the air delivery tube.

[00380] In another example shown in Figs. 108A and 108B, a tube retainer 900 includes a

first portion 902 to be connected or attached to one of the straps of headgear. For example,

the first portion 902 can be in the form of a loop that is attached to a portion 904 of headgear

strap shown in Fig. 108. Attachment can be accomplished by threading the headgear strap

904 though the first portion 902 before the headgear strap 904 is threaded through the

headgear buckle 906. The retainer 900 includes a second portion 908 provided or attached to

the first portion 902. The second portion 908 may be made of a resilient plastic that retains

the shape shown in Fig. 108A, with a gap 910 defined between two ends 912 of the second

portion 908. The gap 910 is sized to be smaller than the diameter of the air delivery tube 606,

so as to reliably hold the tube 606. Alternatively, the second portion 908 can be a

VELCRO® loop, with the ends 912 including the mating hooks and loops. As shown in Figs.

108A and 108B, the second portion may include one or more slots 914 to receive ribs 916

(Fig. 108) of the air delivery tube 606, to thereby prevent axial sliding of the tube 606. With

this arrangement, the tube 606 can be reliably held in a position over the patient's head.

[00381] The nasal assemblies 10, 210, 310, 410, 510, 600 described above have several

advantages. For example, the nasal assemblies 10, 210, 310, 410, 510 are unobtrusive due to

their small overall size and weight. The nasal assemblies 10, 210, 310, 410, 510, 600 provide

a high level of comfort due to the minimal force applied to the patient's nose. The nasal

assemblies 10, 210, 310, 410, 510, 600 are easy to use and include minimal parts and

adjustments, e.g., the inlet conduits can be easily adjusted to extend upwardly over the head

of the patient or downwardly below the chin of the patient. The pressurized supply can be

easily connected to and disconnected from the connectors without altering the headgear

setting. Also, the nasal assemblies 10, 210, 310, 410, 510, 600 allow for greater nozzle range

of motion to accommodate a wide range of patients. That is, the nozzles can be rotated with

respect to the patient’s face by rotating the frame relative to the headgear assembly.
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[00382] Attached hereto is an Appendix including additional drawings and depictions of

various aspects of preferred embodiments of the invention. To the extent that any drawing in

the labeled Figures or the Appendix includes dimensions, those dimensions are exemplary

only and may be changed without departing from the scope of the disclosure.

{00383} Fig. 114 illustrates an exploded view of another embodiment of the present

invention. In this embodiment, the cushion assembly 604 is Similar to that shown in Figs.

108409, and swivel elbow 612 is as described in relation to Figs. 108, 110B and 111. Yoke

608 includes a widened portion 608a intended to engage with a corresponding widened

portion 630a adjacent or formed as part of groove 630. In addition. yoke 603 includes a

recess 608b intended to receive car 638 of seal ring 614. As can be seen in Fig. 115, the yoke

608 and seal ring 614 can be snap fit relative to one another, e.g., via shoulder 621. By this

structure. the yoke and ring are prevented from rotating relative to one another.

[00384] Figs. 116 to 126 illustrate further views of the embodiment shown in Figs. 114

and 115. Another aspect of the arrangement is that the ring 610 of the yoke 608 is angularly

offset with respect to the main body 609 of the yoke 608. Compare Fig. 116 with Fig. 110,

e.g.. where the main body 609 in Fig. 116 is twisted. For example, front side 609a in Fig.

116 is positioned laterally outward in comparison to rear side 6091) in Fig. 116. This

structure helps to bias the bottom portion of the yoke 608 towards the patient's face, so that

the yoke more closely follows the contours of the patient's face.

[00385] It can thus be appreciated that the aspects of the present invention have been fully

and effectively accomplished. The foregoing specific embodiments have been provided to

illustrate the structural and functional principles of the present invention, and are not intended

to be limiting. To the contrary. the present invention is intended to encompass all

modifications, alterations, and substitutions within the spirit and scope of the detailed

description.
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WHAT IS CLAINIED IS:

1. A nasal assembly for delivering breathable gas to a patient, comprising:

a frame having a main body and a side frame member provided on each lateral side of

the main body. each side frame member including an integrally formed first connector

portion;

a nozzle assembly including a gusset or base portion and a pair of nozzles, the nozzle

assembly being coupled with the main body of the frame with the pair of nozzles structured

to sealingly engage with nasal passages of a patient's nose in use;

a pair of inlet conduits structured to deliver breathable gas into the frame and nozzle

assembly for breathing by the patient;

a pair of second connector portions removably and rotatably connected to a respective

first connector portion of the frame, said second connector portions being in communication

with respective inlet conduits via angle connectors: and

a headgear assembly removably connected to at least one of the pair of second

connector portions and the angle connectors so as to maintain the frame and the nozzle

assembly in a desired adjusted position on the patient’s face.

2. The nasal assembly according to claim I, wherein the frame may be rotated

with respect to the pair of second connector portions so as to adjust a position of the nozzles

with respect to the patient’s nose in use.

3. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein the pair of second connector

- portions are releasably interlockable with the headgear assembly.

4. The nasal assembly according to claim 3, wherein the pair of second connector

portions include respective grooves that are engagable with retaining members provided on

yokes of the headgear assembly.

5. The nasal assembly according to claim 4, wherein the retaining members are

ring shaped members.

6. The nasal assembly according to claim 5, wherein each said angle connector

includes a first locking member and the headgear includes a second locking member.
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7. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein each of the second

connector portions includes an interlock for engagement with the angle connector.

8. The nasal assembly according to claim 7. wherein the interlock is an undercut.

9. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein each inlet conduit includes

a plurality of channels.

10. The nasal assembly according to claim 9, wherein the angle connector

includes elongated connectors structured to engage each of the channels of the respective

inlet conduit.

11. The nasal assembly according to claim 10, wherein the elongated connectors

have a tapered configuration to facilitate connection.

12. The nasal assemny according to claim 1, wherein the headgear assembly

retains the second connector portions on the frame.

13. The nasal assembly according to claim 12, wherein the headgear assembly

includes a pair of retaining members engaged with respective second connector portions so as

to transfer headgear force to the frame and thereby help prevent inadvertent detachment of

the second connector portions from the frame.

14. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein the headgear assembly is

connected to both the second connector portions and the angle connectors.

15. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein the headgear assembly is

structured to transfer a tube force to the headgear assembly or the frame, to avoid application

of the tube force to the nozzle assembly.

16. The nasal assembly according to claim 15. wherein the headgear assembly

includes a pair of retaining or locking members engaged with respective second connector

portions andfor angle connectors, so as to transfer the headgear force to the frame.
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17. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein the headgear assembly

allows symmetrical adjustment.

18. The nasal assembly according to claim 17, wherein the headgear assembly

includes a pair of headgear yokes coupled to one another by a headgear buckle, the headgear

buckle structured to allow symmetrical adjustment of the headgear assembly.

19. The nasal assembly according to claim 18, wherein the headgear buckle

includes a first locking portion adapted to be removably and adjustably coupled with one of

the pair of headgear yokes and a second locking portion adapted to be removably and

adj ustably coupled with the other of the pair of headgear yokes.

20. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein each second connector

portion is formed with an adjustment portion that allows relative movement between the

second connector portion and the angle connector.

21. The nasal assembly according to claim 20, wherein the adjustment portion

comprises a flexible corrugation in the second connector portion.

22. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, further comprising a flow generator

connector structured to interconnect the inlet conduits with a pressurized supply.

23. The nasal assembly according to claim 22, wherein the flow generator

connector includes first elongated connectors structured to engage one of the inlet conduits

and second elongated connectors structured to engage the other of the inlet conduits.

24. The nasal assembly according to claim 23, wherein the flow generator

connector has a general Y-shape with the first elongated connectors angled with respect to the

second elongated connectors.

25. The nasal assembly according to claim 23, wherein the first and second

elongated connectors have a tapered configuration to facilitate connection.
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26. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein the nozzle assembly wraps

around the main body of the frame.

27. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein the nozzle assembly is

secured to the frame with a clip.

28. The nasal assembly according to claim 27, wherein the nozzle assembly

includes a pair of opposing spaced apart end portions, the end portions being secured between

the frame and the clip.

29. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein the frame is secured to the

nozzle or nasal assembly such that the frame is angled away from an upper lip of the patient

in use.

30. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein the nozzle assembly is

easily removable from the frame to facilitate cleaning of the nozzle assembly.

31. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein the nozzle assembly is

accessible for cleaning.

32. The nasal assembly according to claim 31, wherein the nozzle assembly has a

generally tubular configuration with a longitudinal opening.

33. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein the nozzle assembly has a

generally tubular configuration with a longitudinal opening to facilitate manufacturing.

34. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein the inlet conduits provide

low impedance.

35. The nasal assembly according to claim 34, wherein the inlet conduits provide

impedance less than about 3 cmHzO, for a given flow rate.

36. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein the second connector

portions are flexible to dampen tube drag forces.
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37. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein the inlet conduits have a

low profile.

38. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein the second connector

portions are flexible without obstructing airflow.

39. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein the nozzle assembly is

contoured to accommodate a p’atient’s septum.

40. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein the headgear assembly

includes stiffeners to add rigidity to the headgear assembly.

41. The nasal assembly according to claim 1, wherein the inlet conduits are

constructed with kink and/or occlusion resistant tubing.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A nasal assembly for delivering breathable gas to a patient includes a frame having

an integrally formed first connector portion. A nozzle assembly includes a gusset or base

portion and a pair of nozzles. A pair of inlet conduits are structured to deliver breathable gas

into the frame and nozzle assembly for breathing by the patient. A pair of second connector

portions are removably and rotatably connected to respective first connector portions of the

frame and are in communication with respective inlet conduits via angle connectors. A

headgear assembly is removably connected to the pair of second connector portions and/or

the angle connectors so as to maintain the frame and the nozzle assembly in a desired

adjusted position on the patient’s face.
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APPENDIX

Inventors: GUNARATNAM et a}.

Title: NASAL ASSEMBLY
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PATENT APPLICATION SERIAL NO.

v.5. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

FEE RECORD SHEET

12/13f2003 THESHfiHi 00000052 60529696

01 FBIIOOS 160.00 HP

PTO-1556

(5/87)

’U‘S. Baum Pruning Om“: 2W2 --mm
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